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THEITHACAN r, , ' .. ~·t 
The Student Newspaper for Ithaca College 1-P.~ l!;(.IICc.! J 
September 27, 1984 Volume 16 Issue 4 
Forensic Association provides 
incentive for future ac-hievement 
Freedom of speech 
sparks ''Flame'' 
by David Klein to expose the nimmal left wmg 
by Chris Lalonde Barbara Richard bias of the Ithaca College 
According to Webster's die- Yesterday on the Ithaca Col- Politics Dt'partmcnt." 
tionary. forensics is the legc campus Daniel ,\. In response to this statement 
specialization in or having to Sussman and Andrew Levin and the entire publication. Pro-
do with the application of wrote. assembled. and fessor Harvey Fireside felt that 
scientific knowledge. distributed "a forum of expres- · ·no serious response is 
However, what most people sion for conservative views". necessary be('ausc it is an in-
don't realize.is thatcthis dcfini- under the title "The Flame of fantile form of expression: 
Truth,." tht'se students have learned lion can be applied io a diverse I 
"The Flame of Truth" con- verv httle in their cducationa 
range of topics. sisted of two essays entitl- life, and have insulted thosr 
It is one of these deviations ed,"The Right of way" and who have educated them." 
that the Ithaca College Foren- "The Other Side ... Opinions of When the Head of the Politics 
sic Association is concerned the Politics Department of Department. Dr. Robert 
with. The link that joins this Ithaca college as well as"The Kurlancter. was questioned he 
organizaition with the "Quin- ltharnn" were expressed m declined to voicr his feelings 
cy" image is the analysis. this publication. at this time. . 
evaluation. and development Included in Daniel :\. "It disgusts me that I havr 
of written and oral communica-· sussman·s article. "The Other paid hard earned money to sit 
lion techniques. Side","We ithe editors of The and hear COMMUNIST-RED 
11 is the purpose of this Dr. Frank Sharp, a man of many words serves as advisor to the Flame of Truth! feel the need see pa1:e 4 
see Jorsenics association page 5 Ithaca College Forsenic Association • . 
Ithaca College sobers up to alcohol problem 
by Karen Scanlon 
Ithaca College: like m_any 
other colleges an~ universities 
across the nation. is becoming 
more aware of alcohol and 
problem drinking. Mary 
O'Leary Wiley of the Alcohol 
Education committee of Ithaca 
College (along with ten staff 
members and twenty 
students) is trying to educate 
the Ithaca COilege community 
about the effects of alcohol. 
Wiley is a psychofogist at the 
1.c. Counseling Center located 
in the basement of Hammond 
Health Center and a Chairper- · 
son of the Alcohol Education 
committee. Silt! pointed out 
that the committee is not 
against drinking, however, the 
committee feels that. 
"Everyone should know about 
the problem of alcohol, not just 
those people who have a 
drinking problem." The 
committee's purpose is to 
educate one about problem 
drinking and if further 
counseling is necessary, they 
will refer students to either 
Alcoholics Anonymous or the 
Alcoholism Council of 
Thompkins County. 
As previously mentioned. 
proble~ drinking is a nation-
wide phenomenon. A study 
called, "The Drinking Patterns 
and Drinking Problems of Col· 
lege Students: 1983" was 
conducted by Ruth C. Engs, 
Associate Professor of Health 
and Safety Education at In-
diana University, and David J. 
Hanson, Associate Professor 
of Sociology at the State 
University of New York COilege 
at Potsdam. They wante.d to 
show that student abuse of 
alcohol is not rising, just that 
awareness of the problem was 
reaching more people. Out of 
all the students surveyed, 82.1 
. ' . . . . -
percent drink. Twenty-one The lower a student's grade . problem drinker about his DO NOT . 
percent of these students are , * Attempt to punish. threaten. 
heavy drinkers. A "heavy point average, the more likely behavior and its day-to-day bribe. preach. or try to be a 
he or she is to be a heavy consequences. drinker" is defined as one who drinker. 
might consume several drinks Students who arc religious • Let the problem drinker know 
almost everyday, but can stop are less likely to drink. or to that you are re~ding and 
and often does. A "social drink heavily. than those who learning about alcoholism. 
drinker" doesn't ·really have to arc not. attending Al-Anon or Alateen. 
be concerned with how much Fewer blacks 158 percent) and the like. they drink J·ust as long as no k 'Discuss the situation with than whites (85 percent) drin . 
consequences occur. Then Fewer women (79 percent) someone you trust-a 
there arc the . "careless than men (86 percent) drink. clergyman. social worker, a drinkers" who experience mild friend: or some individual who Fewer Seniors (17 percent) 
negative results such as than Freshmen (23 percent) has experienced alcoholism hangovers. missing classes. drink. either personally or as a family 
doing embarassing things and member. 
catching colds. The "problem Ther~ is virtually no 'Establish and maintain a 
drinker" is intoxicated difference in drinking patterns healthy atmosphere in the 
frequently, can hurt him/her- among students at large and home. and try to include the 
self or sQmeonc. and might small institutions. alcoholic member in family life. 
need a "courage" drink. All However. the smaller the • Explain the nature of 
these types of drinkers that community in which a college alcoholism as an illness to the 
were just mentioned can and is located, the heavier the children in the family. 
sometimes do stop drinking. drinking. *Encourage new interests and 
Whenever a blackout is If you hav~ a close friend participate in leisure-time 
experienced, the person has you feel is or has the early activities that the problem 
reached the level of an warning signs of alcoholism drinker enjoys. Encourage him 
alcoholic. They· consistently and would like to know what or her to see old friends. 
lack control, they constantly you can do to help, here is a • Be patient and live one day at 
crave another drink and are list of "do's" and "do not's" a time. Alcoholism generally 
unable to quit drinking. There that the Counseling Center has takes a long time to develop. 
are five major diagnostic signs: suggested: and recovery does not occur 
tl high tolerance. 2) overnight. Try to accept set-
behavior/personality changes. backs and relapses with calm 
3) denial. 4) loss of control. and DO and understanding. 
siwithdrawalsymptoms. *Try to remain calm. *Refuse to ride wnh the 
People who study in this field unemotional and factually alcoholic person if he insists on 
believe that alcoholism is like honest in speaking with the drinking and driving. 
martvr. A void emotional 
appe.als which may only 
increase feelings of guilt and 
the compulsion to drink. 
• Allow yourself to cover-up or 
make excuses for the alcoholic 
person or shield him from the 
realistic consequences of his 
behavior. 
*Take over his responsibilities. 
leaving him with no sense of 
importance or dignity. 
• Hide or dump bottles. or 
shelter the problem drinker 
from situations where alcohol 
is present. 
• Argue with the alcoholic 
person when he is drunk. 
*Try to drink along with the 
problem drinker. 
• Above all, do not accept guilt 
for another's behavior. 
Be active, get involved. 
Don't be afraid to talk about the 
drinking problem honestly and 
openly. It is easy to be too 
polite. or to duck the issue by 
saying. "after all, it's their 
pnvatc affair." But it isn't polite 
or considerate to let someone 
destroy his family and his life. 
You will find that most people 
with drinking troubles really 
want to talk it out. diabetes: its effects depend on 
body chemistry. According to 
Wiley, someone who may be 
a problem drinker may never 
become physically addicted to 
the alcohol. However, they are 
the people who experience the 
early warning signals of 
alcoholism the first time they 
ever had a drink. These early 
warning signals arc blackouts. 
personality changes, ~nd 
THIS WEEK IN THE ITHACAN 
increased tolerance. 
Among the findings of this 
study are a few consistencies 
and statistics: 
Trivial Pursuit ................................ 2 
Announcements ............................. 3 
Health and Fitness Supplement .......... 8 
Homecoming ,84 ............................ 12 
Field Hockey on a roll ...................... 20 
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Trivial Pursuit sweeps the nation 
by Howard Welsh 
What hero of radio and TV 
fame did Klinron Spilsburg play 
in 1981? What animal has the 
heaviest brain? Who was the 
first team to win the Stanley 
Cup? These arc the kinds of 
questions one encounters 
when playing an ever incres-
ingly popular board game call-
ed "TriVlal Pursuit." 
Since the game came out in 
1981, it has attracted pcoplt" of 
all ages. and challenged them 
to match wits with one another 
by answering questions in 
various categories. In the most 
popular "Genus Edition" of 
Trivial Pursuit, one must 
answer questions in Art and 
Literature, Science and Nature. 
Sports and Leisure; Entertain-
ment. Geography, and History. 
A player obtaining a 
"wedge" when answering a 
question correctly on the 
"home base" of one of the six 
categories. A player must ob-
tain six different "wedges" and 
then answer one final question 
by landing on the center of the 
board. Besides the "home 
bases." the board is covered 
by the six different colored 
squares as well as numerous 
"roll again" squares. When a 
player correctly answers a 
question, the player continues 
rolling the die and moving 
around the board till he or she 
answers a question incorrectly. 
"I find the game very 
challenging, but not discourag-
ing, for there arc enough 
answerable questions to make 
the game fun. Most board 
games are either too difficult or 
too easy," said Ithaca College 
sophomore, Jim Perry, ex-
pressing his thoughts about the 
game. "Some people think that 
certain questions are too trivial, 
but I think that's what makes 
the game more interesting," 
added Dave Misner. a junior a 
Ithaca College. 
The original Trivial Pursuit 
Genus Edition contains over 
6,000 questions. and an addi-
tional 18,000 questions have 
been published. 
There are also new card sets 
which specialize in one 
category. One may buy ques-
tions that are all Sports, Rock 
· and Roll, Science and 
Technology, along with 
J.C. HILLEL WISHES ALL OF YOU 
A HAPPY & HEALTHY 
ROSH HASHANNAH 
5745 
..,ER\ l('I..., 
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hida~ 9 211 al IO:OOam 
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Founded 1932 
Incorporated 1969 
The ITHACAN Is a stu-
dent newspaper publbbed by 
the Ithacan Publishing C.Om-
pany, Ithaca, New York. It 
Is published every Thursday 
during the academic year 
and distributed wlth.,ut 
charge around the Ithaca 
College campus. 
As a public service, 'lbe 
Ithacan will print relevant 
events of publlc Interest to 
the students of Ithaca C.01-
lege In Its Announcement 
section without charge. It Is 
asked that these messages be 
sent through lnten:ampns 
mall or to the address below, 
and received before 8:00 
p.m. on the Suuday prior to 
public:atlon.'lbey also may 
be placed In 'lbe lthacan's 
niallbox located In the 
Egbert Unlou next to the 
check cashing window. 
~fi!f ~o by Lisa Massey 
Enjoying a game of Trivial Pursuit are several Ithaca College students. The clfa1lenging game can 
be played for free in the campus pub. . 
various other categories. There in which one sho-uld ask a at over forty dollars 111 m?St 
is even a special Children's question. It also shows how stores, but that shouldn't deter 
Edition as well. one can identify a trick ques- people from playing. One may 
A book has been published lion more readily. play the game, free of charge, 
recently called, "Winning at Trivial Pursuit is not the first at the 1.C. Pub, and at a 
Trivial Pursuit," that discusses game that specializes in Trivia. downtown bar called 
various strategies that one T.V. classics like "The S64,000 Micawbers. 
should use to be successful. Question." and the long runn- . The answers to the ques-
The book not only helps with ing "Jeopardy" were and still llons asked earlier are in order: 
how one answers questions. are immensely popular shows. The Lone Ranger, The Sperm 
but also deals with the manner The game is very expensive Whale and the Ottawa Senators. 
·Leadership workshop slated 
by Laura Sommer Kaplan and many issues which 
Ithaca College Student directly affect the students 
Government convened once were discussed. 
again Tuesday evening to Since the Student Govern-
rehash issues brought into light ment is run mainly by the 
by elected dorm and off- students, for the students, a 
campus representatives. The majority of the topics centered 
influential committee was call- around the betterment of earn-
ed to order by president Ken pus life, and in particular, dorm 
problems and campus policies. 
New members, both on and 
off campus, were elected to 
nearly complete the Student 
Government staff, and special 
recognition was paid to the im-
portance of Jill Weiner's posi-
tion as Student Trustees. 
SIJIIJON'S 
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$1.00 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
OF INTEREST 
Counseling Center 
Groups STUDENT LEADERS 
Dinner And 
A Movie? 
Student Alumni 
Association Writers 
Sign-ups for groups sponsored by the 
Counseling Center are underway now 
September 2ISt ls lhe dale by which 10 
sign up lf1you want 10 jom the "Cop· 
ing With Divorce" or the "Domg Bel· 
tcr Academically" group. Other groups 
forming now are: "Coping Wilh An 
Alcoholic In llle Family," "Ealing 
Disorders" and-''Managmg Academic 
and Personal Stress." Anyone in· 
leresled in any of these groups should 
contact the counseling Center as soon 
as possible. Mrne inforrnauon about the 
groups Is available al the Center, X3136. 
• Meet other students involved 
in a variety of organizations 
and activities. 
Sludcrll/Congrt·gdllon ~upph ,IIHI 
movil' James Dobson·~ film ~enr~ 
"Focu~ on the Family" Sun. Srpl. 30. 
supper 5:30 film 7 pm Trmily Lutheran 
Church 149 Honness Ln. Call 273-9017 
or 272-4995 for a nde. 
lnU'rt'!,i<"cl 11110111111)! .i un,qtw ,mcl f.isl-
)!rowm)! < ,unpu!-> org,11111 . .iuori'! f ht· 
r<'< c·nlly fornw<l ~iudcnt ,\rnurn111 
:\~~<>< 1a1mn offer!, ,1 challcngm)! 
opporturnty for !'>tuctt·n1!, to work on 
:\nyom· mtt·rr~tt·t! 111 wntlll!! for tht· 
llliat ,Hl r,m c ornt· 10 .in org<11111,111on<1l 
mt·t·1111g a11ht· llhat an offici·s · L,1nclon 
H<1II. rut'!, on ~ "' 1·00 pm 
·Have a great time. 
All student leaders arc in-
vited to sign-up and register for 
the annual Fall Leadership 11------------11 
Workshop. 
Space is limited to 
aproximatcly 60 leaders in 
campus organizations. so be 
sure to register as soon as 
WHO'S WHO 
proJ<'CI!, lhat Sl'rve 1ht· c olll'gr corn- 11--------------
munuy. The urg<1mLalion 1~ m 11!-, 
mfancy on 1t11s c.implL~ and n<'ccl!, 
mo11va1t·cl amt 111tPH'!-,lt'<l s1uclrnl!> 10 
help ii ath1t·ve II!> godls Th<' fir~I 
llll'Clmg for 111tt•res1t·cl !,IUdt'nt!> wilt h<' 
held Monda)'. Octoht·r I ,II 7:00pm 111 
tht' Muller Chapt'l. The purpost· ancl 
!!oals of 1he rlub will he dLSnL½c<l ,-\II 
Interested 
In Law? 
-----------
11 possible. 
Nominations are now being sought 
for students 10 be included m lhe na-
tional Who's Who in American Univcr-
s11ies and College program. The 
students nominated are to be honored 
arc wt'l,omr to attend 
Conw to lht· fir~, mt·t•tmg of lilt· l'ft'· 
L.<1w Sot 1t·1y W!' will orl,!dmlt' pro-
grams. topic!>. and l'\'t'nt!, fur tht· yt·,ir 
Wednc~cl.iy. Ortoher 10 
7 .. IO p.m Marxist Feminist 
Speaker 
Gloria Walkins-
who uses the pen name, Bell Hooks 
will be the first speaker in the Marxist 
FeminiSI Speakers series al uhaca Col· 
lege this year. She is the author of 
"Ain't I a woman" as well as a series 
of anicles dealing wilh Black feminism 
and racism in the While women's 
movement. She currently works and 
writes in Santa Cruz. califomia. She will 
speak on Wednesday, OClober 3, al 
8:00 p.m. in Textor 103 on the J.C. cam-
pus. The tille of her talk·is "Men and 
the Feminist Movement." The lecture 
The workshop will be held 
Friday, October 12-Saturday, 
October 13 at the Cayuga 
Nature Center. Participants are 
expected to stay overn;ght. 
GdllO!'II Ill 
for their outstanding campus leader- 11--------------11---------------111• 
ship, including their scholastic and 
community achievement. 
Students who are nominated should 
be seniors with a minimum 3.0 
cumulative grade point average. 
Students who have transferred 10 
llhaca College must have completed al 
least 30 academic credits al the 
Religious Services 
CASTING FOR 
FILM 
Sign-up at the Cam'.JUS Ac· 
tivities Office (E~!;.::rt Union. 
2nd floor). For more informa-
tion or questions. drop by or 
call, x3222. cost will be 
announced. 
The'deadline for sign-up and 
registration is Friday. 
College. 
Faculty, staff, and studenls may 
nominate individuals. Information and 
· data sheets may be obtained in the Of-
fice of campus Activities and must be 
rerurned 10 that office by OClober s, 
1. Shabbat Services-Friday, 
6:00 pm 
2. Selihot Service-Midnight. 
Saturday, 9/22, Muller Chapel 
3. Rosh Hashannah Schedule: 
wed., 9/26. 6:45 pm 
Thurs. 9/27. 10:00 am 
Audnion!> for TrL~tars produc11on of 
"Genesis" will be held Sept. Jo m the 
Dilhngharn Sound Stage at 2 pm. 
Needed: Female lead · 16·20. prelly 
man - 35. dis11ngu1shcd 
lkly . 11-10. Dark eyes. Dark hair 
Young man· 12-17. Dark eyes. Dark hmr 
is free and open to the public. · September 28. 1984. Fri., 9/28, 10:00 am 
Aud11ionllnlcrview. sen pt prov1dt'ct 
Fmal noticr 
F Ford Auditorium 
Music 
~ ~.thenh .. 11:f•r Hoom 
Septembu 28 
Grad. Recital, 
Brian Cole, 
PerCUSSion, 
Nabenhauer, pm 
Ithaca College Cone.,, 
presents 
Muir String Qudrtet .. 
Ford B: 15 ry 
/ 
Septc.,11s,{ 30 
,,/ 
Gr~•· Horn Recital, 
DoI'lna Resue, 
Nabenhauer, 7 rm 
Theatre/Films 
Septeinbe11. 2 7 
"Sexual P.,rversity 10 
l_hicago" and "27 Wagons 
1·u11 of Cotton", Hoerner 
lheatre, 4 pm 
Se.p.te.mbe.tt 2 8 
··-;~xual Perversity 1n 
( nicago" and "27 Wagons 
I 1111 of C0Lcon 11 , Hoerner 
lheatre, 4 pm 
~\B Film, All The R<ght 
::-1i 1ves, Textor 102, 7 6 
Y:30pm· 
Sc.p.tei11be11. 2 9 
"Sexual Pervisity in 
,Chicago" and •"27 Wagons 
Full of Cotton", Hoerner 
Theatre, 8 pm 
I/ind Ensemble Concert, SAB l:ilm, All The Right 
Ford, 3 pm Moves, Textor 102, 7 & 
9:30 pm 
Octobu 2 
Grad Voi(.'.e l.C!cture/ 
Recit.:il, 
Doreen Kelly, 
Nabenhau~r. 9 pm 
Octobe,~ 4 
Faculty Recital, 
John White, 
Ford, 8: 15 pm 
Grad Lecture/Recit ,'. 
Todd Schieuelbein, 
Trumpet, 
Nabenhauer, 7 pm 
SAB Film, "Th 
Septembe11. 30 
SAB Film, Deliverance, 
,extor 102, 7 & 9:30 p~ 
Octobe11. 2 
''The Beggar I s Opera'', 
,rena Theatre, 7 pm 
OctobVt 3 
"The Beggar's Opera'', 
•rena Theatre, 7 pm 
Octobe.tt 4 
"The Beggar's Opera", 
\ rena Theatre, 7 pm 
11Journey Across Three Con 
tincnts" Third World News 
reel's film festival pre-
sents "Ashes and Embers", 
Textor 102, 8 pm 
OctobVt 5 
"The Beggar's Opera". Are 
T;rtgfli";mTextor 102, 7 
Lectures/Seminars 
Septembe11. 27 
Women In Communications 
Panel & Discussion, Cross 
roads, 4 - 6 pm 
Meetings 
Sep.tem Vt. 27 
RCP Advisory Cmt., DeMott 
Room, 3 - 4 pm 
Sports 
Sep.tembe.tt 27 
IC Volleyball vs. Elmira 
& LeMoyne, 6 pm (ii) 
Etcetera 
L,11 
Rosh Hashannah Service, 
SIGI Workshop, Crossroads Chapel, 10 am 
Se.p.te,nbM 2 9 
IC Women's Field Hockey vs 
Millersville, 2 pm (H), 
(VARSITY) 
Sc:pt~111i.1c-: :7 
'• I thJc--:i""r.~1t\-
Artworks", 1l.1nd-
werker ( .. Jl !t·r", 
nett Ct:ntl·r 
10 am 
Septe,nbe-t 30 
Business & Accounting 
Club, Tutoring, friends 
103, 7 pm 
Octobe.tt I 
Walt Disney World PreStSn-
' tat ion, Crossroads, Egber 
Union, 7 - 9 pm sponsored 
by Career Planning 
Cdreer Exploration Group, 
DeMotte Room, 6:30 8 p 
On Campus Recruiting Work 
shop, DeMotce Room, 3 pm 
Oc.tobVt 2 
Counseling Center "First 
Semester At Ithaca: ,\ 
Time Of Change", Counseli 
Center Group Room, 3:30 -
5:30 pn 
Counseling Center "Doing 
Better Academically", 
Counseling Center Group 
Room, 6:30 - 8 pm 
Interview Workshop, Gan-
nett 111, 6:30 pm 
OctobVt 3 
Career Exploration Group, 
DeMotte Room, 6:30 - 8 p. 
Marxist-Feminist Speakers 
"Men and the Feminist 
Movement" Tex.tor 103, 8 
Octobe.tt 5 
SIGI Workshop, Crossroads 
10 am 
& 9:30 pm 
Sep.tembe11. 2 8 
Cro:,~ro.iJ.s i' 11 t 
Chat w/for'":c•r ,1-
don ...,tuJe11t~, ~- 11 Navigators Fellowship Mtg 
DeMotte Room, 7:30 pm IC Women's F1eld Hockey vs pm 
Rosh llashannah Service, 
Chapel, 10 am & 6 pm 
Sep.te,11be.tt 30 
Cortland, 3:30 pm, (H) (.JV 
IC Varsity Soccer vs. Al-
fred Univ., 12 pm (H) 
The Gaming Club Mtg., Job IC Football vs. Alfred, 
Room, 7 pm 1: 30 pm, (H) 
Self Realization Fellow-
ship Meditation Group, 
Chapel, 8 am 
OctobVt 
Student Alumni Assoc. 
organizational mtg., Cha-
rel, 7 pm 
g Octobu 
Cayugan Yearbook Mtg., 
DeMotte Room, 8:30 pm 
Speakers Committee Mtg., 
Job Room, 8 pm 
Bombers Footbnll, 8 pm on 
Channel 13 
Octobe,t I 
IC Volleyball vs. U. of 
Rochester & Alfred f pn. 
(H} 
OctobM 2 
[C Varsity Soccer vs. Le--
Hoyne College, 4 pm (H) 
!C Women's Soccer vs. Gen-
eseo, 3:30 pm (H} 
Ro~h H,1 ... h,1nn.1h 
(cl,lb~C<:, lll ...,t•~...,1,'1' 
Sc.pte 1•1l,~ ': : 5 
Rosh H,i-,Ji,1nn~1li 
( c 1.:isc..,,~.., in -.1:...,.., 1 ,"1 
SepCl.'111i..1L'":. 30 
\,!ICB-T\' (~et• 1:1nntt,-
ly calcrn..!;1r (lq 
schedul~) 
Octt·Lci 3 l':t. 
11 LC'wis !11rw: ~,P\ 
Photograph" 11 1 l' \t'l L 
and ''E.c. P1 l.!11 L :·: 
Forged ~IL·t~i l "H .. ll Ip-
ture11, lland\,'l.!t"h.i:r 
Gall~n·, t;,lnnt·tl 
Center· 
Oct:obe,t 3 \...'ICB-TV (t:.l..'l' r.1nnt1:-
Student Govt. Mtg., Union IC Women's Field Hockey vs ly calcn<l.ir ldr 
Dining Hall, 8 pm Corne! l, 3: 30 pm (H) schedule) 
Octobv,. 3 Octobe11. 4 
Protestant Chapel Service IC Women's Varsity Tennis 
& Fellowship/Prayer Mtg., vs. Binghamton, 3 pm (H) 
Chapel, 7 pm 
Oct:obe,t 5 
Octobu 4 IC i.•omen's Varsay Tennis-
Fellowship of Human Aware ECAC Tournament, TBA 
ness Organizational Mtg., 
DcMotte Room, 7:30 pm 
Octobe11. 5 
IC Fall Baseball vs. LeMoy e 
College, 2 pm (H) 
Navigators Fellowship Mtg lC Varsity Soccer vs. Clar -
DeMotte Room, 7:30 pm son, 3 pm (H} 
Yorn Kippur Service, Chape, 6:15 pm 
• 
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1r dsh in class." also appeared 
in Sussman·s essay. 
A complaint was made regar-
ding a publication that was 
distributed on campus. accor-
ding to Judicial Administra1or 
Frank R. Lamas. He also stated 
that he"would follow up on 
this matter when more infor-
mation was gathered." 
Sussman. when addressed. 
expressed that the "intent was 
not malicious nor slanderous. 
Its purpose was to wrile about 
something I felt because I 
didn't think it would be 
published in The Ithacan. It 
was not to insult but to exer-
cise freedom of speech." 
A few politics students 
rese_onded to Sussman·s view 
that. "In each and every one of 
1he politics courses I have 
taken, the instructors have 
bent over backwards to instill 
their personal opinions in th~ 
\ "The first Finger 
heads of the students. Some 
call this freedom of expression. 
I call this brainwashing." 
These I.C. undergraduates 
noted that "professors did in 
fact express their personal opi-
nions. however: encouraged 
students to respond as well as 
to voice their own views to tht' 
class." 
Once the Editorial Editor of 
The Ithacan. Andrew Levin 
claimed that The Ithacan is a 
totalitarian school newspaper 
and questioned the intelligence 
and the fortitude of the Editor-
in- Chief. 
Brian P. Walsh. Editor-in-
Chicf of The Ithacan. slated 
that "the creditablity of the 
publication !The Flame of 
Truth! speaks for itself and no 
further comment is necessary 
at this time." 
> Lakes restaurant to 
really devote itself 
to New York's 
culinary and 
enological bounty 
is TURBACK'S." 
- Los Angeles Times 
September 27, 1984 
Anti-Nuclear activities 
to- be held in Albany 
A conference sp~>nsored by a public affairs commentator on?mators, LegaLy '""· .. of 
over 28 organizations, chur- on WCRB-FM, Boston. He was Oh10. The group of fam1hes 
ches and unions. entitled originator of the National Viet- making up the cast formed as 
"Reducing the Risk: Questions nam Moratorium Movement in a result of their belief that this 
and Answers for the Nuclear 1969_ The council's goal is to planet is not meant to be 
Age" will be held Saturday, Oc· warn the public and Congress destroyed. The thrust is to in-
tober 13, at Albany High School. of the threat of nuclear war. Its spire audiences to learn about 
The conference kicks off the political action commillee and involve themselves in the 
National week of Education on helps elect congresspeople nuclear issue. The play, per-
the Arms Race, October 15-21. who support serious nuclear formed since February, 1982, to 
Speakers will be Honorary arms control. over 43,000 people has been 
Chairs New York Governor The conference will examine hailed for its provocative, col-
Mario Cuomo. Albany Mayor through workshops such orful audience appeal and in-
Thomas Whalen and Albany topics as "International spirational impact on both 
Legislator Sandra Rose Tern- violence". "Women in the children and adults. 
pie: New York State Arms Hace", "Improving u.s.- The conference begins with 
Assemblymember Maurice soviet Relations", "Economics registration at 8AM on October 
Hinchey: and Jerome of the Arms Hace" and others 13 and is free. Cafeteria-style 
Grossman. Other activities will related to the nuclear issue. lunch and dinner will be of-
include two workshop ses- Distinguished workshop fered. Children's programming 
sions, the film "Testament" leaders will include Erastus will be provided all day and 
starring Jane Alexander and corning m. who has lived and will include the "Music Mobile;: 
William Devane. and the war- studied iri the soviet union: with Ruth Pelham. Literature 
Peace Game "Firebreaks" in Alan Kay, a former defense and book resources will be 
which citizens play the role of contractor and advisory board available. Admission to the 
advisors to world leaders as an member of Business Ex- play "Alice in Blunderland" is 
international crisis escalates to ecutives for a National securi- SI for individuals, and S2 for 
the brink of nuclear war. ty; and John Downs of families. Pre-registration is 
Mr. Grossman. a retired Lawyers Alliance for Nuclear necessary with limited admis-
business executive, is the Na- Arms Control and a delegate to sion the day of the conference. 
tional President of the Council the Association of soviet For further information or· to 
for a Livable World and has Lawyers conference. pre-register, call (518) 463-2356, 
written, lectured and organized In the evening at 7:30 PM, the or write to Capital District 
on the nuclear weapons crisis nationally acclaimed musical Peace Power Network. 196 
since 1955. He is currently a play "Alice in Blunderland" Morton Avenue, Albany, N.Y. 
lecturer at Tufts University_~nd will be performed by its 12202. 
Just a few suggestions from the Station 
Master Joe Ciaschi's Unique Restaurant . . , 
Lobster Scampi ............ . 10.50 
Broiled Lamb Chops . ........ 10,95 
Broiled Seafood Platter . ...... 13.50 
Rll°\111,,.J I_.J,-.11,r ",hr11n11 l l,u1l, l '"ui., 
l'lu, ; ,\...,.,n.,.tl fr.o..,h h,hl 
OPEN BUDGET 
MEETING 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4 
CAMPUS COMMUNIT 
INVITED 
4:'00 pm - 5:00 pm 
TEXTOR 102 
. This is your opportunity to raise 
questions and make suggestion on the 
preparation of the 1985-86 Budget. 
THE STATION 
Located on Ti1U9hannock Bl'ld at tl'lt toot ol W Buffalo St 
,oR RESERVATION\ PlUII PHONE z 1 z. z e o a 
• fresh fish on 
weekends 
•gourmet vegetarian 
•DeWitt Mall 
•273-9610 
•ethnic night 
on Sunday 
.•soup & salad 
fine international .! original cuisine 
-September 27, 1984 
Andrew Moore-
INQUIRING 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
QUESTION: 
As the school newspaper for 
Ithaca College, what do you 
look for or expect from the 
Ithacan? 
by Adam Riesner 
Dave Nugem 
-Comprehensive reporting 
and up to date sports 
scores. 
Stories that center around 
the students' interests and 
concerns. 
Carolyn Martucci 
-campus events. 
Robin Kofsky 
-Updated new and social 
activities. 
To grow, 
To achieve, 
To succeed ... 
·We need your potential 
THE ITHACAN 
. . 
Archivist, Office Manager, Pollster, Poll Takers, Typists, 
Columinists, Graphic Arts, Cartoonists, Production-Layout, 
Feature Writers, News Writers, Sports Writers, Prose and 
Poetry Writers, Art and Entertainmtfot Writers, Photographers. 
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Forensics Association 
from page I 
organization to sumulate pro-
gress in and to further the in-
terests of intercollegiate 
speech activities and com-
munication in an effort to pro-
vide functional leadership 
training for life, and at the same 
time encourage a spint of 
fellowship, cooperation, an(1 
incentive for achievemenr. 
Improvement of skills such 
as writing, speaking, listening. 
and organizational skills is 
· stressed through activities 
such as persuasive. infor-
mative, impromptu, extem-
poraneous, and after-dinner 
speaking an(!. of course. 
debate. 
However. this is not the half 
of ii. The forensic Association 
travels throughout New York 
and surrounding states com-
petition against other colleges 
in ·the above mentioned awas. 
This offer5 students a chance 
to travel, meet new people. 
and just have a good lime. 
Offered for credit or Just for 
excitement. challcn~e. and 
self-improvement, the a'>Sona-
tion is open to all rollege 
students mall fields of study, 
freshmen a<; well as seniors. 
the novice as well as the 
experienced. 
Dr. Frank Sharp, Professor of 
Speech Communication. is the 
advisor of the organization. As 
Dr. Sharp stated, he believes 
this association should be "a 
co-curricular activity. not an ex-
tracurricular one." -an activity 
to be usccl in conjunction with, 
not in addition to. other 
classes. skills, and interests. 
The Forensic Association 
strives to promote the highest 
standards of communication 
skills-skills that will be helpful 
in enhancing the life of any 
participant. 
If interested in learning more 
about the activities sponsored 
by the Forensic Association. 
one may contact Dr. Sharp in 
h1~ office (Muller 112) or hy 
phone (Centrex 39321. M1·1·tings 
are being held wet'kl}' on Mon-
day nights a1 7pm. 
Hillel recognizes 
Rosh Hashanah 
by Dian Dulberger 
"A very Happy New Year 
and greetings to students, 
faculty, and staff" are the 
wishes expressed by Hillel 
Counselor and Chaplin, 
Michael raber. Serving the 
Jewish Community of Ithaca 
College, Hillel is affiliated with 
the National Organization of 
Bnai Brith of Washington, D.C. 
CAMIES 
,..,. 
t~/~~-)Jl.\' 
p\._ 4,-., 1.---.. . ,I ' 
.,·1 • . •/ -~ ?o -~_.,1. 
-~- ~~~J:,--.; ,J( /, _-, . 
?~.-:# 
AS LOW AS 
According to Faber, each foun-
dation is semi-independent. 
although Cornell University iS a 
full-fledged foundation. 
Faber stated that 25 percent 
of Ithaca College is of the 
Jewish faith and 20 percent of 
that amount is affiliated with 
Hillel. Hillel is "active and in-
teresting" stated Faber, 
"stressing religious, social, and 
political aspects in its nature." 
The beginning of the New 
Year this Thursday, known as 
Rosh Hashanah. marl<s the 
5745th year of Jewish faith. 
Campus serviced will be held 
Wednesday at 6pm and on 
Thursday and Friday al IOam. 
Yorn Kippur services will com-
mence Friday, Oc1ober 6 all 
day. 
Now, show us the colors of your rainbow!!! $9.95 
lIOLLY'S 
SURPLUS 
Faber noted that many other 
activities, not strictly religious 
are planned for the remainder 
of the semester. These in-
clude: a CPR program; entitled 
Race for Life, pizza parties. a 
backgammon tournament. and 
various brunches. The JewiSh 
Chaplin also mentioned skating 
parties at Cass Park. theatre 
parties, and the Israel Pro-
grams Fair to be held in 
November. Chaplin Faber also 
teaches Hebrew to all those 
interested, 
Meeting for interested students 
Tuesday, October 2, 1984 
Ithacan Office Basement Landon 
7:00 PM 
• Tropical Plants 
including ones for low-light areas 
• Fresh, Silk & Dried Flowers 
• Hundreds of Baskets 
Next To U-Ha'ul 
'~ Elmira Rd, hha~ 
.la 212 .. 9122 ~ 
M-.keyour 
room an 
Oasis: • Wicker Chairs, Tables, Headboards, Hampers at affordable pric<!S 
• Matchstick Blinds 
• Straw Ru"s 
• r,f ugs • Mirrors 
• Ptlfows THE 
......... ~ PLA1'TTATI05 
-
~· 
! \ 114 Ithaca Commons•273-7231 
·· ..... , Tburs.,.Fri. till 9 p.ni.•Sunday 11-4 
WEEKEND SPECIAL 
Mini Carnations 
$3.99 A Bunch. 
Faber stressed that not all ac-
tivities are for just those of the 
Jewish faith. BoSically. it's "for 
people to socialize and enrich 
themselves." 
Anyone interested or having 
questions should contact 
Michael Faber at the Hillel Of-
fice: 274-3323. 
As a parting comment, Faber 
renewed his wish for 
EVERYONE to have a very 
happy and prosperous New 
Year!II 
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OPINIONS/LETTERS 
· Where We Stand 
T_he Ithacan 
The Opinions/Letters page of 
The Ithacan has been the 
source of a great deal of con-
r roversy during the early 
stages of this year. Afr er three· 
publications of The Ithacan. 
there has been a change made 
in the position of the editorial 
editor. Hopefully this change 
· will, once again, turn this sec-
tton into the positive forum ii 
was designed 10 be. 
" 
· staff. Being a college 
newspaper devoted to inform-
ing its readers, The llhacan en-
courages input and provides 
the opportunity for the college 
community 10 express these 
views. 
Space often dictates the 
quantity of letters and opinions 
found in the section each 
week. However, letters will be 
selected to support each view 
Despite the confusion ... The Ithacan 
is committed to providing an open and 
unbiased forum. '' 
The main purpose ot the Opi-
nions/Letters page is to evoke 
thoughts and broaden the 
views of the readers through 
insightful commentary from 
students, faculty, and The 
Ithacan staff. 
The views and ideas ex-
pressed on the editorial page 
do nor necessarily reflect the 
views of The Ithacan or its 
or position and maintain 
balance. 
Despite the confusion that 
has occured over the last few 
weeks, The Ithacan is com-
mited to providing an open and 
unbiased forum for student, 
faculty, and staff views. We 
strongly encourage letters or 
editorials that are presented 
clearly and well supported. 
THE ITHACAN 
The greatest waste 
of our natural 
resources 
number of 
is the 
people 
who never achieve 
their f nil potential. 
If you think you 
can - you will 
If y.ou think you 
can 't - there's a good 
chance you won 't. 
Making the effort 
feel will make you 
like a new person·. 
THE ITHACAN 
Help us achieve our potential 
Meeting: October 2, 1984 7:00 pm 
Landon Hall Basement 
-
. 
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Student expresses concern 
over campus indifference 
How many times have you 
heard this sentence: "My dad 
is paying ten thousand dollars 
for me to go here so I'm gon-
na ... "Everyone knows the 
phrase too well. we all know 
college is a very expensive in-
vestment. Think of it this way: 
If you were paying for your 
own house. wouldn't you treat 
it with respect? would you go 
into your own ki_tchen with a 
backpack and fill it with bagels 
and transport it into the 
bedroom? In a way, that's 
what you are doing when you 
steal from Macke. There is 
more waste going on at this in-
stitution than necessary. What 
I am writing about is of serious 
concern to the student body of 
Ithaca COiiege. If you think col-
lege expenses are high, then 
this information could help 
stop rising costs in all aspects 
of campus life. v·our 
cooperaton is needed 
desperately. 
On any given Friday night, 
pizza boxes, beer bottles and 
cans, and other trash flies out 
of windows and off residence 
hall balconies to earth like a 
meteor shower. People get 
drunk and throw returnable 
cans and glass away. some 
say they don't want to hassle 
with returning them. That's 
okay, but don't litter with them. 
Put them in the trash, or better 
yet, in their original box and in 
the trash room. The janitorial 
staff needs the refund even if 
you don't. How hard can this 
be 10 do? You iike pizza? I sure 
do. Put the box in the 
trashrpom or a dumpster; not 
on the pavement. 
It's 9:50 a.m. and you have 
class at ten. You rush out of 
your room to get there on time. 
Did you turn your radio off? 
How about your lights? Good, 
I thought so. 
Ah, yes, it's afternoon and 
classes are over for you. Final-
ly you get to go to the 
bathroom without rushing. or 
maybe you just pass through 
the bathroom to visit friends on 
the other side. How many 
times have you seen a tap 
open with noone around using 
it? How about a constantly 
dripping shower that someone 
left on by mistake? How many 
times have you taken the two 
seconds it lakes to tum it off? 
And now, fellow students, is 
the grand finale. Everyone 
loves to steal from Macke. But 
that does not make it right. You 
paid for what you can eat in the 
cafeteria, not what you can 
eat outside of it. Everything 
from chocolate milk to 
muenster cheese glides out the 
doors in concealed containers. 
I even remember seeing a fem 
being taken from the towers 
last year. This is stealing. If so-
meone lakes· three bagels, 
that's three less people that 
can have them to eat. 
When you steal. litter, or 
waste electricity and water, 
you not only hurt yourselves. 
but you hurt your classmates 
an«;l your parents as well. If 
waste stops, then so will rising 
costs in housing and meal 
plans. Whal would Ithaca COi-
lege officials think at the end of 
the second semester this year 
if electricity costs were ten per-
cent lower, and our dining ser-
vice reported that stealing was 
at an all-time low and every 
student had a chocolate oud-
din~ pop for dessert? I · iike 
chocolate pudding pops, but if 
I w.ant one, I have to go to so-
meone's room to get one 
Let's stop kidding ourselves. 
If peole take the few seconds 
to throw it away or turn it off, 
Ithaca COilege would be the 
better for ii. It is not cool to lit-
ter or steal. it's downright 
embarrassing. 
All waste is caused by peo-
ple. yet sometime it is not their 
fault. What happens if you lake 
an ice cream sandwich out of 
the Union and eat it on the way 
to class and find yourself drop-
ping the wrapper to the 
ground? We need more trQSh 
cans on campus walkways to 
help eliminate this problem. 
R.A. 's: before you go to sleep, 
turn off the lounge lights. I 
have walked across campus at 
three in the morning and 
observed that all 26 tower 
lounge lights were on. Does 
this make any sense? 
/ 
I have confidence in 
everyone. we are all on the 
road to adulthood, so let's act 
Ike adults. Think of the future. 
because that is where you will 
be soon. I'm not telling you to 
do something, I'm asking you. 
I'm not accusing anyone of 
anything, I'm showing you 
what goes on. I'm not criticiz-
ing, I'm explaining. Let's get 
together and conserve our 
resources to make Ithaca COi-
lege a clean campus, and 
maybe even a less expensive 
one to return to next year. 
Jordan Finklestein 
_,__,~~...,_'!._L__"___..;_ .:· - '•·_,,·:,...,,r:t ...... \l.,_••""•,<:.,.c;_,.;.· ...... u,,,S"'::.,_.__~-~_,[__-'--..:.._--------';:i__--'----
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Canada's Bear of Beers 
is here! 
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes 
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew. 
An authentic Canadian lager-naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor 
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!· 
ft,. 
CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS 
Imported by Van Munching & Co., Inc., New Yori<, N.Y. 
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HEALTH AND FITNESS 
SPECIAL ISSUE FOR THE WEEK OF SEPT. 27-0CT. 4 
SALT: THE DEADLY CONDIMENT 
by Jennifer Callis 
Do you want to live 10-20 
years longer? You may think 
this is a rhetorical question, but 
the way many people eat you 
would think people couldn't 
care less about maintaining a 
healthy diet, which leads to a 
longer life. 
Table salt seems harmless 
enough in its container. but 
when you shake it all over your 
food, day after day, you are 
taking years off of your life. 
Americans are addicted to salt, 
which very often results in 
hypertension or high blood 
pressure. 
To put it very simply, watch 
what you eat. You have all 
heard that before. But ho,v 
many of you think that watch--
ing what you eat means just 
keeping track of caloric intake, 
and eating from the four basic 
food groups? 
Read on. you have got a lot 
to learn. Salt can cause 
hypertension. stroke, heart 
attack, and kidney disease. 
The average person con-
sumes about 10,000 milligrams 
of salt a day. Guess what the 
minimum daily requirement is? 
Only 500-1,000 milligrams! 
Sodium chloride is the key to 
salt's detrimental effects. 
Sodium is approximately 40 
percent of ordinary table salt. 
As children we are raised on 
salt-rich baby food. Even dairy 
milk contains as much as 600 
times the amount of sodium as 
a mother's natural milk. 
Processed meats can have six 
times more salt than unpro--
cessed (natural) meats. Cereals 
can have 100 times more salt 
than required. 
Salt is Addictive 
Yes, you can become ad-
dicted to salt. Doctors have 
tested hypertensive patients. 
proving the patients' addiction 
to salt. These patients were 
given fresh water and salty 
water. Another group of 
patients. who had normal 
blood pressure were put 
through the same t ,t. The nor-
mal blood pressure group 
preferred the fresh water, 
while the hypertensive group 
preferred the salty water. It's 
frightening, but the more salt 
an individual consumes, the 
more they crave it. 
Hypertension 
Ap()roximately 25 million 
Americans suffer from 
hypertension, and it kills. Salt 
is the primary contributor to 
this fatal disease. Once again. 
these people crave salt intake. 
Therefore, they create for 
th<?mselves a worsening situa-
!ion. High blood pressure is a 
symptom of hypertension. 
Another contributing factor is 
the overuse of salt. Hyperten-
sion is also caused by prob--
lems with the kidneys. Very 
often no abnormalities are 
visible; however. in more 
serious cases of hypertension. 
the internal organs have begun 
to deteriorate. To emphasize, 
in any case of hypertension. 
the kidneys are affected. 
Mood Swings 
High salt intake causes ex-
cessive fluid build-up in cell 
tissues. When these cell 
tissues bloat, it causes 
immense pressure. The 
pressure on the brain is what 
causes intense mood swings, 
migraines, depression. and 
tension. This fluid build-up also 
affects premenstrual tension. 
Any extra intake of salt at this 
time is going to cause an 
overabundance of body fluids 
because of the changes in 
hormonal levels. It is especially 
important to reduce salt intake 
during the premenstrual cycle. 
Losing Weight 
Trying to lose weight? Let's 
hope your low caloric intake 
follows a low sodium intake as 
well, otherwise your dieting 
attempts have become futile. 
Salt retains water. If you are 
not draining your cell tissue of 
excess fluid first, then the fat 
tissue is never going to get a 
chance to dissipate. A similar 
condition attributed to fluid 
retention is Edema.This condi· 
tion occurs when there is a 
high salt intake coupled with a 
high fluid intake, and none of 
the fluids are being excreted. 
Edema can be dangerous. Not 
only does it cause one to gain 
extra pounds, but if you are 
extremely overweight this can 
fatally overtax your heart. 
Appearance 
No one wants to go around 
feeling and looking like a soft, 
puffy sponge. High fluid reten-
tion, a direct result of high salt 
intake, tends to reshape 
ankles. fingers, and hips. This 
condition becomes especially 
prevalent in the summer 
months. It is uncomfortable. 
Shoes become too tight, rings 
are not easily removed from 
fingers, and clothes do not fit 
properly. Again, reducing salt 
intake can only help you. You 
will look and feel much 
healthier. 
Salt has become such an 
integral part of our daily food 
consumption that it is 
extremely difficult to break the 
habit. However, there are other 
alternatives. Below is a list of 
helpful suggestions from Dr. 
Macaulay at the Health Center. 
Following theseguidelinescan 
add years to your life: 
How to Season Your Food 
Without Salt 
Meat, Fish, and Poultry 
BEEF--Bay leaf. dry mustard 
powder, green pepper. mar-
joram. fresh mushrooms. 
nutmeg, onion, sage, thyme. 
CHICKEN--Green pepper. 
lemon juice. marjoram, fresh 
mushrooms, paprika, parsley. 
poultry seasoning, sage, 
thyme. 
FISH--Bay leaf. curry powder, 
dry mustard powder. green 
pepper, lemon juice. mar-
joram, tresh mushrooms. 
paprika. 
LAMB--Curry powder, garlic. 
mint, mint jelly, pineapple. 
rosemary. 
PORK--Apple, applesauce, 
garlic, onion. sage. 
VEAL--Apricot, bay leaf. curry 
powder. ginger, marjoram. 
oregano. 
vinegar. 
PEAS--Green pepper, mint, 
fresh mushrooms, onion. 
parsley. 
POT A TOES--Green pepper, 
mace, onion, paprika, parsley. 
RICE--Chives, green pepper, 
onion, pimiento, saffron. 
SQUASH--Brown sugar. cin-
namon. ginger, mace. nutmeg, 
onion. 
Vegetables TOMATOES--Basil. marjoram. 
ASP ARAGUS--Garlic. lemon onion. oregano. 
juice, onion. vine~ar. 
CORN--Green pepper. 
pimiento, fresh tomato. 
CUCUMBERS--Chives. dill. 
garlic, vinegar. 
GREEN BEANS--Dill. lemon 
juice, marjoram. nutmeg. 
pimiento. 
GREENS--Onion. pepper, 
Soups 
BEAN--Pinch of dry mustard 
powder. 
MILK CHOWDERS--
Peppercorns. 
PEA--Bay leaf and parsley. 
VEGETABLE--Vinegar, dash of 
sugar. 
Meat and your· diet 
Too much fat in the diet is 
considered undesirable, 
primarily because fat leads to 
excess calorie intake at a rate 
twice as fast as protein or car-
bohydrate. !Fat contains 9 
calories per gram compared to 
4 calories per gram for protein 
or carbohydrate.I Fat is, 
however, needed by the body 
for energy and body protec-
tion. and it carries some of the 
vitamins IA, D, E, Kl. 
Most fat is consumed as but~ 
ter, margarine, cooking oils, 
salad dressing--and as an in-
gredient in sauces. gravies, 
baked goods. fried foods. Meat 
contributes only one-third of 
the dietary fat intake. according 
to a recent study of food con-
sumption patterns, and is 
followed by dairy products, 
then beans. nuts and cereals. 
300 calories per day. 
An ounce of fat (two tables-
poons! contains 250 calories. 
whereas an ounce of lean 
meat contains only 50 calories. 
One need not reduce meat 
consumption to reduce fat in-
take. The kind and cut of meat. 
the method of cooking, and the 
ingredients added during cook-
ing determine the fat and 
calorie content. Lean meat is 
NOT high in fat or calories. 
In terms of pro1e,~ and la1. the tollow,ng Oscar Mayer products are a nutr111ona1 bargain 
% FAT PER SLICE 
PRODUCT FREE PROTEIN CALORIES (GRAMS) 
Bar-8-Q 1.-oaf ... 90% 50 4 
Canadian Bacon . . . . 93% 40 5 
Cooked Ham . . . . . . 95% 30 4 
Hain Roll . . . . . . . . ... 92% 35 4 
Honey Loaf . . . . . . . . . . 95% 35 5 
Honey Roll Beef ........ 90% 40 4 
Ham Steaks . . . . . . ... 95% 10 11 
Luxury Loaf . ........... 95% ·:;o· 5 
New England Brand Sausage92% 35 4 
Peppered Loaf ......... 93% 40 4 
Turkey Breast .......... 98% 20 4 
. -
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STAYING FIT WITH AEROBICS 
by Dana Shapiro 
Laura Pizzarelli is an instruc-
tor of aerobics and energetics 
on W.1.C.B. television's "Body 
WL<;hcs" on Wednesday nights 
at 8:00. 
There is a marked difference 
between aerobics and 
energetics in that energetics is 
designed for losing inches and 
aerobics is for weight loss. 
Energetics is calisthenics to 
music. Every individual part of 
the body is worked on. 
Aerobics is a cardiovascular 
exercise. Once the heart and 
blood circulation get moving, 
metabolism ·increases and the 
muscle/fat ratio increases. thus 
contributing to weight loss. as 
opposed to inch loss. 
Laura definitely suggests do-
ing both the aerobic exercises 
and energetics to lose both 
weight and inches, as she does 
on her show. She practices the 
concept of reaching your 
"target zone"when you are ex-
ercising for maximum benefit. 
11 is when one has reached his 
or her "target zone" that the in-
ches and weight begin to come 
off. This target zone occurs 
when your exercise output is at 
its optimum level. The only 
danger in this would come if 
one suddenly stopped the ex-
ercise program. because it 
would shock the heart rate and 
respiratory system, and in-
crease strain on the body. The 
"target ione" must be reach-
ed gradually, and then dropped 
gradually by measuring the 
pulse rate periodically. To find 
one's target zone. there is a 
determining chart based on 
both age, and pulse rate. 
Surprisingly enough, those 
with a weaker heart should 
practice aerobics for its car-
diovascular benefits, as long as 
adequate time is involved in 
the cooling down, (return from 
"target zone" period), though 
the zone is lower than in that 
of a person with a stronger 
heart. -
A few precautions should be 
taken before doing both 
aerobics and energetics. The 
obvious one is stretching as a 
precaution to prevent cramp-
ing or pulled muscles. With 
aerobics especially. one 
should watch for shin splints. 
The constant bouncing puts 
tremendous pressure on both 
the shins and the knees. Jogg-
ing is classified as an aerobic 
exercise, as well as any other 
high energy-releasing, 
circulation -enhancing 
movements. Energetics is bet-
ter exemplified by a calmer 
ordered group stretching 
potential. Jane Fonda's 
Workout is one of energetics. 
Advisable clothing for exer-
cising are running shoes, not 
necessarily aerobic sneakers. 
because running shoes have a 
much better arch support. A 
soft floor surface such as rub-
ber, wood, or carpeting is also 
ideal. For ener~etics. shorts, 
tights, and a sweatshirt are 
fine. For aerobics, the em-
phasis is on loose fitting, com-
fortable, airy clothing because 
a large amount of sweat is 
generated. 
Laura's format of exercise for 
her show entails warm-up 
stretching, followed by upper 
body exercises (arms, chest, 
back, stomach), then lower 
body exercises (thighs. hips, 
buttocks. legs), and finally jog-
ging in place. Laura says the 
best workout program is three 
times a week. one half hour's 
worth of aerobics, and one half 
hour's worth of energetics. 
"Target zone" on the average 
is reached in 1h hour. 
The popularity of aerobics 
and energetics is always grow-
ing, and not just for women. 
For example, the I.C. footbal~ 
coaches urge their players to 
participate. Generally, aerobics 
and energetics are useful for all 
sports where one needs coor-
dination. Those who lift 
weights on Nautilus and 
Universal equipment ought to 
compliment their iron-pumping 
with aerobics, as opposed to 
energetics. 
esner 
Aerobics and energetics re-
quire and produce tremendous 
energy, so get out there and try 
it, or tune in 10 Laura's show Beth Bachmann taking her afternoon jog around the track. 
on Wednesdays! 
r--------------------------~-----, 
I This Coupon Is Worth I 
1 Henley 1000 Rowing Machine I 
I I I $180.00 1 
I Expires 10/6/84 Regular $250.00 I 
I i 
-------------------- --- -------
BLACK 
* * 
12 JUDD FALLS RD.· 
(Across From East Hill Plaza) 
Come by today and let 
our experienced instructors 
get you started now on a total 
fitness program that's right for you. 
10am-5:30pm Mon-Sat 
Open Thursdays Until 8:00pm-
272-4170 
THIS CO~PON IS WORTH i Special Rates for Students 11m1ted number of non-pnme time memberships available 
1,,41::::;;.. __________ Convernent Bus Service to East Hill Plaza-
c;;QLJrtside 211-0200_ COMPLETE l J Racquet anC? Fitness Club 
~ 16 Judd Falls Rd., Ithaca • across from East Hill Plaza 
BICYCLE TUNE-UP I 
I FOR ONLY S12.50 \ 
L----- Expires 9/30/84 _________ Regular ~4 95 ______ I 
-
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''FRESHMAN FIFTEEN''-DON'T CATCH IT 
by Catherine Bums 
She stood watching, waiting 
for the verdict. The numbers 
spun by, leaving one-ten and 
one-twenty too far past for her 
liking. Her heart slowed, the 
sinking feeling was passing by, 
relief was in sight. She saw the 
arrow-it approached its 
destination. One-thirty 
wouldn't be so bad she consol-
ed herself, her eyes shifted un-
controlably to the clock on the 
wal: breakfast she thought, I 
can't miss breakfast. Her eyes 
returned, the red arrow pointed 
its accusing finger at her. One-
thirty seven it read. The 
answer was in. 
"Oh damn!" screamed the 
girl. She jumped from the scale 
as though there were hot coals 
burning her feet. She dared not 
looj\ in the mirror, getting 
changed in the dark quiet of 
her room. They told me this 
would happen, she pondered 
over the incident. Everybody 
warned me about the 
"freshman fifteen". I should 
have listened. 
The "Freshman fifteen"-
what a term. Unfortunately, the 
majority of students going to 
college experience this 
frustrating phenomenon. It 
strikes early, adding to the 
pressure you are already feel-
ing. After the first two weeks, 
you've already added five 
pounds, and by the time 
Thanksgiving break arrives it's 
up to ten. You make a vow to 
yourself; no turkey and no pie. 
Your family and friends com-
ment on how different you 
look. The undertones of what 
they're saying imply chunky, 
hefty, FAT!! 
Returning to school you pro-
mise to lose the extra ten 
pounds. Only now it's ap-
proaching twelve or thirteen. 
For some reason you just 
couldn't resist the turkey and 
the pie. You continue to go 
through the never-ending line 
in the cafeteria. You're un-
quenchable hunger can't be 
satisfied until you've tempted 
your palate with every 
available Macke entree. You 
begin with a slice of pizza (or 
perhaps a high-in-starch pasta 
dish}, returning to line three 
more times for the other 
available choices. A large por-
tion of potatoes is a must, 
along with rolls, chocolate pud-
ding, jello, and everybody's 
favorite-chocolate chip cookie 
bars. seating yourself amongst 
the maze of people you begin 
the long stage of your journey. 
At least an hour is spent pick-
ing off your plate, and the 
plates of friends around you. 
As you near the end of your 
eighteen course meal, you 
decide on cereal to finish it off. 
On the way out, you grab an 
ice cream sandwich and two 
fudgicles-a few for later, you 
console yourself...midnight 
munchies!! 
Perhaps the above account 
is a bit exaggerated, but we are 
all familiar with overeating. It 
seems inevitable with such a 
wide variety of foods to 
choose from. that we must try 
a little of each. It is all available 
to be consumed, so in our sub-
conscious we say "COnsume 
ill" 
There is really no explanation 
for eating the way we do, but 
the consequences of such 
behavior are apparent. The 
solutions to this problem range 
from difficult to easy. 
1. Cut down. Eat tuna daily, 
drinking only water and no 
deserts. However, along with 
a balanced diet one must ex-
ercise and keep physically fit. 
That takes the fun out of it. 
2. An easier solution would be 
to burn your meal card. Com-
plications may arise though. 
Starvation is not a good feeling, 
and your meal card is needed 
for other college functions. I'd 
shy away from this idea. 
3. The third, and sure-fire solu-
tion, one that I use, and am 
quite content with. Don't ever 
(ever} step on the scale. What 
you don't know won't hurt 
you!! 
SODIUM: NOT ALWAYS 
IDENTIFIED BY SALTY TASTE 
Sodium is a mineral needed 
by the body to regulate the 
acid-base balance and the con-
the salt shaker, avoid salty pie, contains more than 500 
foods and foods packed in milligrams (mgl sodium. 
brine. 
sumption of oxygen in the But one cannot always iden- Lean red meats contain very 
body. It must be obtained tify products containing little sodium. But wieners, 
through diet because sodium is sodium by a salty flavor. bacon and bologna are cured 
not manufactured by the body. Cereals, for example, are con- with salt. In fact. the very origin 
Nearly all foods contain sidered the leading source of of the word "sausage" goes 
sodium, and it is a major com- sodium in the American diet, back centuries to the Latin 
ponent of ordinary table salt. representing more than one- word, "salsus", meaning 
For some people, excess fourth of the dietary intake. ac- "salted" meat. Current levels 
sodium intake has an influence cording to a recent HEW· of salt in oscar Mayer meat 
----------------------- on blood pressure and water sponsored study. products are generally less 
TRUE Or FALSE•. retention. Although these con- Drinking water may contain than 3 percent. Wieners, 11-----------.------------1 ditions can be medically substantial levels of sodium as bologna, ham and cold cuts 
l}Extra protein will improve the condition of your hair and nails. treated, those wishing to do a number of common non- contain about the same \evels 
2)You need extra protein to build more muscle. restrict dietary intake of prescription drugs. A single of sodium as American pro-
3)You should eat extra protein if you exercise. sodium generally goPe_as_y_o_n __ A.lk.a.-s.e_ll.,ze.,r_t_a_b_le.t •• f.o.r.e.xa .. m_-_ce.s.s.c.h.e.e.se_. ____ ...,.. 
4)Most Americans don't eat enough protein. 
S)Red meat should be the major source of protein. 
see Answers page 11 
STUDE~T MEMl3E~StillJ 
SVl:CIAL 
SEMESTER RATE 
• Nautilus workouts 
• Saunas & Jacuzzi 
• Aerobic classes 
Call for details. 
273-8300 
CITY CLUB 
Downtown • 402 West Green St. 
Wallyball 
it 
Lifecycle 
Programs Offered: 
Aerobic Dance 
Aerobic Workout 
Ballroom Dancing 
Early Bird Fitness 
Gymnastics 
Healthy Back 
Karate 
Pool 
Racquetball Lessons 
Swimming 
Table 'lennis Club 
Universal Power Pak 400 
Racquetball Leagues 
Begin October 1st 
All Levels Welcome 
For More Information, 
Call 2">7-0101 
Clip 'This Coupon Por: 
Ithaca YMCA 
Gruham Road West 
257-0101 
EXPIRA'i'.1.vN DA'IE 10/3J.; o•l 
-
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
C_AMPUS FACILITIES 
The General Recreation Pro-
gram iS coordinated by the ln-
tra..-nural Office. Room so. in 
Hill Center. The Centrex 
number is 3320. Daily office 
hours are maintained accor-
ding to the office hours posted 
on the Intramural Office door 
and/or Intramural Bullet Board. 
Selected recreational equip-
ment such as basketballs. 
volleyballs, and raquetball pad-
dles may be checked out from 
the Intramural Office in the 
evenings and weekends when 
the Equipment Room, located 
in Hill Center, is closed. Infor-
mation regarding the use of the 
following facilities may be ob-
tained by calling the campus 
telephone numbers listed 
below: 
Bowling Lanes (X-3197) ... Mon-
Fri, 9 am-9 pm, Sat, I pm-9 pm. 
Gymnasium (X-3320) ... Moh-Fri, 
9 am-11 pm, Sat, 10 am-10 pm, 
Sun, I pm-8 pm. 
Equipment Room 
(X-3187) ... Mon-Fri, 9 am-6:30 
pm. 
~ 
__k_L_ ______ _ 
-~ 
-
r- ~' 
11 
~ + 
-
- _i-. .. _ 
-
Indoor Pool (X-3320) ... Mon-Fri. 
Noon-I pm, Tues-Fri, 7 pm-10 
pm, Sat & Sun, 1 pm-5 pm. 
Friday evening and weekend 
swims are open to the spouses 
and children of the Ithaca Col-
lege Community members. 
Children under 16 years of age 
must be accompanied by an 
adult. 
Noon Swim - Students permit-
ted after 12:30 pm. 
Outdoor Pool - Open in the fall, 
weather permitting, TBA. 
NSWERS. 
AU of the statements are false, 
Of the dietary imbalances we 
face in our country, protein in-
sufficiency is rarely one of 
them. Almost all Americans 
eat enough protein to maintain 
healthy hair and nails and to 
build and maintain additional 
muscle tissue. Even with 
strenuous exercise, . protein 
needs stay the same. No single 
source of protein is advisable-
not even red meat. Like some 
other nutrients we need, pro-
tein should come from a varie-
ty of sources. This is especial-
ly important if we want to 
reduce the cholesterol· 
saturated fats, and salt in our 
diets. Salt, for example, is often 
added to processed meat dur-
ing curing, cooking and at the 
table. 
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Mark Didriksen ,utiUz,es the Hill Center weight room. staff photo by Adam Riesner 
WEIGHT LOSS FORM_ULA 
~s-oo calories II l lb. body fat __ 
15 calories per -approximate daily energy need 
pound body weight •to maintain present weight· 
To lose 111..per week: 
1) Determine desired weight; 
2) Multiply desired weight x 15; · 
3) Subtract 500: 
4) Total = permitted daily calorie intake 
Example: A 190-pound man "-ho "'1,he, lo "e1gh J '-;(I pound, :n ~:;.p;,.,, h1< ,:._,, ,,,c ,, ,· ,::lt 
x 15. ihen subtracts 500 to detcrm.n<? the c,~:one :n:ak~ nt>2dcd tc. ;,,,._, on._, p1.-u:sd pl"r cs,·,'" 
(One pui.!:1d of bod~· fat r~presen!s ]5(l0 cc1:on~s d1\ ,ci._,d t,~· ~e\ t.,:1 Cd~·s :none \1,,1..'t.'h , i..:v~i::-
500 calories) Ansu1er: 180). 15 = 2700 - 500 = 2200 cil'.crit'S per da1. 
·source Fri:-Cnck J S:are MD Pr ,:._, .. ~or 01 :\u1rn1on H..:r\c11rd Sl-nr•<,· \,! Pl,;ri1.r H .. ~.~~: 
.!~!RAMURALS -~ · · , . 
-l(}'ou in;ssei!the l,YOUIS for together ;nto an organ;zed Eve,yone ;,; encouraged 10 '.2) II r I $ Beauty Shop 
team sports, or you just didn't team, coe~ or single sex, pick Joint Not only is it a break from 
have the time to join one, there up a sheet at the intramural of- the everyday routine, but you 
is an alternative-Intramurals. fice, fill it out, and report to the also meet a lot of people, and 
These intramurals couldn't · gym at the scheduled time. it's fun. So come on and join 
be more convenient. There is You can find out the game up, no experience is 
one game every hour between times on the bulletin board necessary. Any questions call 
6:30-9:30 pm. All you have to across from the intramural of- Marcia Faulkner, at the gym, 
do is get all your friends fice. every Thursday before 274-3320. 
START 
October 22 
October 22 
October 24 
January 28 
January 28 
March 25 
March 25 
TBA 
January 29 
January 29 
March 26 
March 26 
March 26 
TBA. 
n 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
INTRAMURAL PROGRAM 
1984-1985 
*Times and place of Organizational Meetings TBA. 
FALL SEMESTER 
Men 
Basketball s-man 
Floor Hockey 
Women 
Floor Hockey 
Co-Rec 
Tennis Tournament 
SPRING SEMESTER 
Men 
Basketball 
Floor Hockey 
Basketball 
Floor Hockey 
Softball (slow pitch) 
Women 
Basketball 
Floor Hockey 
Basketball 
Floo~ Hockey 
Indoor soccer 
softball (slow pitch) 
ENTRY DATE 
(Organizational Meeting)• 
October 15 6:30 P-5 
October 15 7:00 P-5 
October 15 6:30 P-4 
October IS 7:00 P-4 
January 23* 
January 23* 
March 20• 
March 20~ 
April I* 
January 23* 
January 23* 
March 20• 
March 20• 
March 20• 
April I* 
113 W. State St. 272-9098 
Just off the Commons . 
Tues. -Fn. 7:00 a.m. -5:00p.m., Sat. 8:00 a.m. --4:00 p.m,' 
Closed t1oncRy . 
. Ai_ipoil,~ts suggested 
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC CLOTHING -\'.\ID SHOES 
~rVIVAL 
Field jacketl . ................... $30.80 
Top Coats . ................... . $30.00 
Fatieue Jad<eu . ................. S 17. 99 
Rain Ponchos ................... . $5.99 
Wool "Ike" Jackets .............. . $14.99 
Shorts . ........................ $3.00 
Cotton Khaki Panu. . . . . . . . . . . .... $ I 0. 99 
Spo,rs Coats.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $14. 99 
103 Dryden Rd., Collegetown 
273-8200 
' -
.. 
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Homecoming: Full of Memories 
by Colin MacManus 
Homecoming weekend 
came and went and so did a lot 
of alumni and friends. People 
dropped by and in all around 
town. A few dropped in unex-
pectedly, like a number of 
guests at a porch party on Pro-
spect Street. 
Picture perfect weather kept 
sports fans content. The rugby 
matches attracted a lot of at-
tention and a lot of football 
fans. The ruggers' A squad 
powerhoused their way to an 
overwhelming tie with R.I.T. 
and rumor has it that the 
bookies were giving the "B" 
and alumni teams wide point 
spreads. Unfortunately for 
those who bet, both teams 
stalemated 0-0, with their R.I.T. 
opponents-certainly a lesson 
in matching power and ability. 
What would homecoming 
weekend be without a good 
football game? Fitchburg 
State's all-stars dropped in on 
us this weekend and were edg-
ed out by the Bombers 82-0 in 
smooth stride. The victory 
should prove a big ego boost 
for Ithaca in the early run of the 
season. As for Fitchburg State-
-better luck next time guys, 
you tried and that's all that 
counts. 
Post-game celebrations and 
festivities kept the fire lit and 
a few beer drinkers as well. 
Those who didn't drop out ear-
ly in the game were up and 
rocking all the way from the 
Lodge to the rugby house. Old 
acquaintances were rekindled 
--=staff pbotn by Sean Rooney 
and nostalgia retraced with the 
aid of a few kegs anq cans of 
God'~ ~olden, s_weet (!ectar. 
A few of our alumni friends 
found it a little hard to leave 
their heartland. Of course, the 
Sunday morning hangovers 
could have put a cramp in the 
styles of some would-be 
homebound travelers. Leaving 
behirid good friends and 
memories to return to a 9 to s 
job can be tough after swing-
ing back into the laid-_back col-
lege lifestyle. 
We college students are 
quite a bunch. What do we 
have to worry about? Thinking 
of our working class cronies, 
. ,ve dread the day when we 
· will be in their shoes. Until 
then, petty little matters like fin-
ding a parking space, making 
our nine o'clock class and put-
ting up with a six-man 
loungeroom will be the worst , 
of our worries. 
A family, a mortgage and the 
unrelenting rat-race are prac-
tically upon us. Soon, we'll be 
the guests of our homecoming 
weekend hosts. But for now. 
the pencils, the books, and the 
occasional weekend binge 
should keep us hard-working 
Ithaca College students at 
ease. 
Mangione's Music "Chased Clouds Away'' 
by Pat Ryan 
The Chuck Mangibne group 
treated a nearly full 13en Light 
Gymnasium to over two hours 
of music last Saturday even-
ing. In a recent interview 
Mangione said, "People go to 
a concert to forget the 
madness of everyday life." 
And indeed, the fans and 
mll!jic lovers at the conrert ge-
nuinely seemed to enjoy and 
even participate in the band's 
diverse presentation of music. 
The band played everything 
from tight funky rock tunes to 
melodic jazz-influenced pop, a 
bit of progressive jazz and 
even a lullaby, all of which 
were interspersed with 
Mangione·s vibrant personality 
and friendly oratorical style. 
Wearing his traditional hat. 
Mangione rnnductcd the first 
segment of their opening tune, 
"Children of Sanchez," before 
joining in. playing fluidly on his 
flugelhorn. Joining Mangione 
was his ·musical family' con-
sisting of Ted Moore on per-
cussion, Everett-Silver on the 
drums. Gordon Sheard on 
keyboards, Gordon Johnson on 
bass, Peter Harris on guitar, 
and a multifaceted Chris 
Vadala on sax. soprano-sax. 
flute and other assorted 
instruments. 
The second set opened with 
a medley of such crowd 
pleasers as "Feels So Good". 
"Chase The Clouds A way". 
"Bellava" and Nhers. The 
group also played selections 
from their new album, 
Disguise. Mangione played 
some tunes dedicated to 
women in his life, one of which 
was a minor blues piece entitl-
ed,. "Shirley MacLaine", a 
favorite actress of Mangione·s. 
Also. he played a song he 
wrote for his daughter, called 
"Lullaby for Nancy carol," and 
"Josephine." for his sister 
whom he joined in the au-
dience for a dance while the 
band played on. 
One of the more memorable 
performances of the evening 
was "70 Miles Young," a com-
position written for Chuck's 
father. This jazzy selection had 
rich harmonic textures and 
skillful improvisation, especial-
ly on the part of Vadala and 
guitarist Harris. who played 
some moving "bc-boppish" 
lines laced with dissonance 
and chromaticism. 
What was most ehjoyable 
about this fine evening of 
music was the genuine en· 
thusiasm Mangione and his 
band had for their music, each 
other, and the crowd. The con-
cert was done in part to raise 
money for the Stanley Watson 
Scholarship Fund. Watson, - • staff photo by Joe Epstein 
now deceased, was a jazz- Chuck Mangione played nothing short of perfect to a receptive Homecoming crowd · 
guitar teacher, player, and , music school is "one o( the -has recorded with Mangione as well.~t was a good evening 
close friend of Mangione. finest in the world," and the and is an "incredibly talented of music, rich in content and 
Mangione selected I.C. for other is because of faculty guitarist." And, I might add, a performance and consisting 
two reasons: one is that I.C.'s member, Steve Brown, who wonderful teacher and person of...well . .love notes. 
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chosen "Co-Star" as their 
single. Clear vocals and a tight Dear Reader. 
four chord guitar sound. will The South Hill section of the 
delight air guitar afficionados. Ithacan is very interested m 
This side is as consistent as new writers. This section 
their first. and fits m well with leaves a great deal of room for 
the band's sound. creativity. If you have a strong 
The only drawback of the interest in the arts or entertain-
album is that one cannot ment world. we would greatly 
understand the words. No mat- appreciate your conmbutions. 
ter who sings, only phr,l<;CS Write about your favorite 
by Scott Murphy and enjoyable without appear- guitar-oriented track. can be understood. In any movies. restaurants. television 
Numerous quality bands are ing ro be over produced and The band also reveals rheir event. the band does not ap- programs.litcrarurc or dance. 
emerging along the east coast contrived. eccentricities by making a one pear ro be making any photography, theatre. and any 
of the United States. Let's Ac- Side one of the new album. minute instrumental about a monumental social statement form of music. This section i~ 
rive, a band from North Cypress. is guaranteed ro gravel truck. complete with since a lyric sheet is not geared toward your interests. 
Carolina, has just released an make the casual listener want weird synthesizer sounds, and included. If creative writing is your 
album entitled, "Cypress". The to hear more. "Easy Does." strange guitar picking. Bizarre! strength and you would like to 
album is an excellent example the first track on the album. is This proves that the band If you enjoy an album full of share your rhoughrs and abili-
of the music that this emerging filled with clangy guitars and a plays our their own wishes guitars and swirling harmonies ty with your peers. South Hill 
band can make. pronounced beat. Mitch sings without giving in to the whims that leave one craving for is the place to do ii. we arc 
The members of the group lead vocals while Faye and of record moguls. more. then Cypres is a good open to new ideas and any in-
are: Mitch Easter, Sara Sara divide the harmony. Side two features their first bet. A fresh sound from the terests. unique hobbies and 
Romweller, and Faye Hunter. "Waters Part," the best song single, "Blue Line." Once again so·s. this band is out for a talents. 
Mitch Easter is also a capable on the first side, has strumm- like The Bangles. a band has rollicking good time. and the The South Hill Section has a 
record producer. but on the ing guitar chords and an easy released the wrong pop single. audience will surely dance standard that requires respon-
album he limits himself to play- going vocal style, but switches Instead of getting airplay from along. sibility, devotion and interest in 
ing guitar. Faye plays bass and tempo in the middle of the an undistinguishable Lei's Ac- the subject matter. If you feel 
shares singing duties with number and becomes a fast. tive cut, the band should have strongly about the subjects 
Mitch, while Sara provides a you write abour or neate. 
danceable beat on drums. The ..----------------------------------' south Hiil is the perfect place 
sound that the band offers is After a conspicuous absence to be gaining weight. Her to demonstrate it. If you would 
reminiscent of both REM and of three years. Kurtis Blow has parents all thought it was the like ro write for the Arts and 
the B-52's. This may be ex- returned with a new album en- food she ate. Their attitudes see page u 
plained by the fact that the titled "Ego Trip," that is filled were all la-de-da-de. But little .---------.i,...--.. -~111!"!'------. 
band has roots in Athens. with the latest sounds of today. did they know there's a baby 
Georgia, birthplace of the Known for his multi-million in the body." An added attrac-
aforemenlioned bands. seller. "The Breaks." Kurtis is lion to the beat box-based song 
A six song extended play once again trying to become is rhe duet with RUN-DMC, cur-
record was released by the the "King of Rap." rently the hottest rappers 
group in 1983. The outstanding Any album that employs the around. 
cut by the group was "Every use of rap is ultimately known The words of Kurtis Blow 
word Means No." complete for the beat and lyrics. Kurtis reflect his thoughts on his own 
withcatchychorusesandgrip- Blow is no exception. Noticing life. On ":\J Scratch," he 
ping guitar work. The album rhar rap music is rapidly chang- chants. "Grandmaster Flash. 
was praised by college radio ing, he keeps on top by using Afrika Bambataa. Starsky, 
stations and critics alike. The a stylish beat. Add powerful Spoonie G. and Run DMC 
sound of the EP has been lyrics throughout the album. realize that he goes way 
reproduced consistently on the and Kurtis Blow may be a back." a reference to a promis-
album. heavy contender for the ing new rapper in addition to 
The group. on IRS records. crown. acknowledging the masters of 
has a basic approach ro their The first single is "Eight rap music. 
sound. The guitar sounds Million Stories." Even though it On "Basketball," a rune 
clangy, vocals surround the clocks in ar just uncler eight guaranteed to uplift players for 
listener. and the bass is promi- minutes, the subject matter a game. he raps. "Basketball is 
nent on all songs. 11 makes the about life in the ghetto is distur- my favonre sport, I like the 
trio sound like a professional bing. t\ stanza of the song in- way they dribble up and down 
garage band. Mitch Easter has- clucles: "A young girl seemed - see notes page /5 
made the band sound clean 
there's a 
o-----------
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TODA Y'S LADY 
ATHLETE 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
108 W .Green St. 
Specializing in Women's 
Athletic Clothing and 
Shoes. 10°/o Off Any Non 
Sale Item With Valid I.D. 
Now thru October 31. 
-----
' , 
• 
r 
-. 
' 
I/ ) 
/ WMOIEt> you PGoPI.E-1 3 CvTS r/lCIY1 
fY1 Y c.:. .415 s • , , ftlJl> ydJRe ~OPP6'b ! ! ! 
&-V~ ::sr,,c.y § ,'11'{ 
REWARD ITHACA COLLEGE CONCERTS '84-'85 
rollege1own Jewelers has a s1ore full of hcau1iful 
Jewelry al wonhwhile saving.,. Now is 1tw 11me for 
you 10 be rewarded wnh savings. · 
Whal you'll save is only lhc bcginnmg ... 1hmk of 1hc 
reward you'll gel for your 1hough1fulness when 1hc 
lime comes 10 say--
"herc·~ a lilllc somc1hing special for you" 
FALL SALE 
40-60 °/o off all 
14 kt. je,vlery 
COLLEGETOWN JEWELtRS 
115 Dryden flood 
Ithaca.NV 
2n-20SS 
s.t.AS0H SVll:SaW1lOrH JJQ(fTS ...... £IJ' ~ OI r:hJt*V 
"""""""'~ ,_,.d_ 
--""""' MNa,Ni,w'f'Olli1CIO 
T..,..,,. ml't11'11-3UI 
SAVE 20% on 5 concerts 
SalLrdly, ~ 29, 1964 
MUIR STI:IING QUARTET• 
Th<ndoy, ~ 25. 1964 
I SOUSTI ITALIANI, CHAMBER ORCHESTRA· 
Wodnadoy, Docomber 5, 1964 
DORIAN WIND QUINTET' 
Friday, F«>nqry 22. 1985 
JUDITH NORELL, HARPSICHORD" 
n..-.,,Uan:h21,1965 
ARS MUSICA THE BAROQUE ORCHESTRA· ___ ... 
S28 00 Gcocral AclmlSSOl 
$1400 llhllca Co<logo S!udents 
$en1QrQl1Z.CrlS 
$2( 00 llh.lCil College Faculty StaH' ana 
Adm1n,smnion Fncncts at 
Hhaca Colicgo 0UlC' Stuaents 
I .,.,-~~ u1--..~ ... .,.._.... ..... r ... -• • ..,,,...,,....,..,.,.J.,,_ ....,,.,,_ '"A(t:.•MJ.N l•,.,,.,1 1t,t:,,(/,(!J!lfi,!""'1,1'f', .. , :~, l•ro>_!',.., •• , .... ""''_I'_,,, .. __ • ... , . _,,..,.._._,..,,. .............. ,...,_ i,..__~·-i..-"-, 
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from page 13 
Entenainment section and 
need some ideas. we have an 
abundance of topics. 
If you are motivated and en-
joy writing, photography or 
drawing, South Hill would like 
to hear f•l)m vou. 
H 
C 
0 
N 
T 
L 
X 
T 
Call 274-3207 or Stop by the 
Ithacan office, basement of 
Landon Hall. 
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September 27, 1984 
Can you find the hidden Olympic events? 
BOXING 
CANOEING 
CYCLING 
DECATHLON 
DIVING 
FENCING 
GYMNASTICS 
HANDBALL 
HOCKEY 
JUDO 
LONG JU1'1P 
LUGE 
1'1ARATIIO;,-,.i 
PENTATHLON 
POLE V/\UL T 
RO\VING 
SHOOTING 
SIIOT PUT 
SKATING 
SKIING 
SOCCER 
SWIM1'1ING 
TR I PLE .JUMP 
IVE I GHTLI FTI :,;r, 
This Week at the Movies 
State Theatre 
Bachelor Party--7:00, 9:00 
Revenge of the Nerds--7:00, 
9:15 
The Evil That Men Do--7:00, 
9:00 
Ithaca Theatre 
Ent re Nous--7: 15, 9:30 
The Jigsaw Man--7:00, 9:00 
Tripbammer 
Karate Kid--6:45, 9:15 
Ghostbusters--7:15, 9:15 
Pyramid Cinema 
Purple Rain--6:30, 9:45 
Tightrope-6:45, 9:30 
Oxford Blues--7:00, 9: I 5 
Until Sept.--6:45, 9:30 
Joy of Sex--6:45, 9:45 
All of Me--7:00, 9:15 
Ithaca College 
All the Right Moves-7:00, 9:30 
(Friday and Saturday) 
Deliverance--7:00, 9:30 
(Sunday) 
ITHACA COLLEGE STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
STILL HAS LIP·SYNC 
CONTEST POSITIONS OPEN 
FOR 
STUDENT CONGRESS 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Positions available include representatives for: The School of Music, HPER, Ter 
race I, Terrace 4, Terrace 12, Hilliard Hall, East Tower, West Tower, Garden 25, Garden 
26, Garden 29, Hudson Heights, and Off-Campus. 
For more information, or if you're intewsted in being a Student Congress Represen-
tative, contact Beth Alfano, Director of Personnel and Recruitment, at the Student 
Government Office, 3rd floor Egbert Union. 274-3377 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE - 3rd FLOOR EGBERT UNION 
AT THE HAUNT 
SATURDAY SEPT. 29th 
Registration is free but limited, 
so hurry down to the Haunt at 
114 W; Green St. or call 273-7677 
by _Friday, Sept. 28. 
$2.50 Admission Fee 
Try to mouth the words to your favorite group's 
or artist's hit song while imitating that group or artist 
in dress and dance. You provide the record and we'll 
provide the f1'~, lights, and prizes! 
$500 IN CASH AND PRIZES TO BG AWARDED! 
including: 
$200 in cash for the BEST GROUP 
$100 In cash for the BEST INDIVIDUAL ARTIST 
GIFT CERTIFICATES from Paparazzi 
- also for Free Gas, Dinners, and Ice Cream 
THE ITHACAN 15 September 27, I 984 
Downtown: Where Living is ''Easy'' 
from page 13 
MUSICAL 
NOTES 
the court. Just like I'm the king 
of the microphone, so is Dr. J 
and Moses Malone." 
The drawbacks of the album 
are numerous. By waiting three 
years before releasing an 
album, Kurtis has copied the 
styles of Grandmaster Flash, 
and Run DMC. The beat box 
rhythms are the latter's 
trademark and Kurtis used 
them throughout the album. 
There are also too many "huh-
huh's" for my taste, a popular 
signature note of the Grand-
master. Throughout the album, 
Kurtis refers to himself as a 
premiere rapper, perhaps ex-
plaining the title, "Ego Trip." 
However, the great rapping 
outweighs the flaws. 
Kurtis experiments on the se-
cond side by changing the 
traditional rap approach into a 
new rhythmic style. The 
syllable's emphasis is chang-
ed, providing a new rap sound! 
On "Dance Tune" he uses 
echoes, ala Yellowman, a 
popular Jamaican 'rapper. This 
adds variety to the traditional 
sound. 
If you like "rap" music, you 
won't be disappointed. Kurtis 
Blow, a large ego aside, has 
constructed a traditional rap 
album to dance the fall away. 
by Michael Astor 
After two years of fighting for 
the shower at eight o'clock in 
the morning or stealing toilet 
paper from another floor, I 
decided to live off-campus this 
year. It seemed like a good 
idea, but now I'm experiencing 
a whole new bunch of 
problems. 
Finding a place to live was 
very easy, but the place I 
chose came only with air. I 
needed everything and 
anything. I set up a place in a 
supermarket parking lot where 
people could dump any used 
furniture. The Salvation Army 
declared war on me and made 
me move. 
My next move was calling 
anyone I knew, friend or foe. 
I called relatives who 
answered the phone. "Michael 
who?" Within a few weeks, I 
had enough household items 
to open a five and dime. My 
thoughts now concentrated on 
how I was going to get all that 
stuff to Ithaca? My friends over 
at Avis didn't see any problem 
that a mere two hundred 
dollars and a truck for two days 
couldn't solve. 
Then. it- was moving day. 
After convincing my mother 
that I was going to Ithaca and 
not to any third world nation, 
I began the journey up Route 
17. 
I, of course, brought a friend 
to help carry most of the heavy 
items. We decided to stop for 
a bite to eat in everyone·s 
favorite town. Roscoe. home 
of the famous Roscoe Diner. 
Why this place is famous 
should be on the next episode 
of "In Search Of." After con-
s·uming a most memorable 
meal I tried to insert the one 
car key I had into the door lock. 
It did not fit. So, being a college 
student, the future of America. 
did I call the police? Of course 
not, my friend with the same 
intelligence and background 
removed a lar~e frying pan and 
Fall- MANHAlTAN EXPORTS 
Clothing MANHAlTAN EXP 
Is Here! MANHAlTAN 
½ off Summer Clothes MANH 
MAr 
U.S.News & World Report presents 
The Inside Scoop 
.. ·~ 
~u_;~ 
On the job market: Careers that are hot, skills that sell. What to expect 
when you enter the work force. 
On todays news- and po/icy-makers: Who to watch ... who stands where 
... who holds the reins on red-letter issues. 
On the economy: Where is it headed? What does it mean to your buying 
power? · 
U.S.News & World Report takes you behind the scene. Straight to the 
source with on-target analyses of what it means to you. 
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out and send in the coupon 
below. 
---------------~-------------------------------------Money-saving 
Student Coupon 
0 YES, send me 25 weeks of U.S.News & World Report for only 
$9.88.1'11 save 50% off the regular subscription rate and n% off the 
cover price. D Payment enclosed D Bill me 
Less than 
40¢ 
per week 
Name _________________________ _ 
School Name _____________________ _ 
Address _________________ ~pt. _____ _ 
City/State ip _____ _ 
U.S.N9WS 
. . 
Mail coupon to: 
U.S.News & World Report 
2400 N St., N.W. Room 416 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
Listen for the News Blimp on WI C.B. Brought to you by U.S.News & World Report. I 
~------------------------------------------------------~----------~ 
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demonstrated his Dave Win-
field swing on the window. 
After an hour of cleaning glass 
out of the truck. we were on 
our way to Ithaca. 
I've been here three weeks 
now and it's been a new ex-
perience every day. I never 
knew that if water remains 
boiling over a long period of 
time. the water disappears and 
you're left wit_!1 a burnt pot. 
The other day I ran the 
dishwasher using Ivory liquid 
as the detergent and you can 
guess what happened: Did you 
ever see when Bobby Brady 
washed his clothes? The same 
thing happened to me. Soap 
suds all over the floor. 
Soon the telephone, cable. 
electric. and oil bills will bear-
riving. We get free water. it's 
fun , 10 take cold showers in 
January. 
Our landlord seems o.k .. as 
long as we don't drink, take 
drugs, or have parties. So what 
can we do? She didn't say 
anything about... Well. you 
know! 
Along with the apartment 
you get your neighbors. and 
it's nothing like the movies. So 
far. no one has knocked at the 
door wearing a maid's uniform 
and asking for two cups of 
sugar. When I met the 
neighbors, they were only 
interested in the volume of my 
stereo. Don't these people like 
Krokus and Twisted Sister as 
much as I do? 
My roommate and I spend a 
lot of time and money in the 
local supermarket. We're real 
shoppers now and could pro-
bably take our talents to Bob 
Barker and "The Price is 
Right." We've been to Tops so 
many times that we both have 
shopping carts with our own 
personalized license plates. 
The truth of all this is. I en-
joy living off-campus. One 
thing, when does the bus 
come to pick me up like it did 
in high school? 
Ithaca Nights 
by Scott Murphy 
Night arrives at Ithaca. 
Classes are over for the week, 
and the weekend is welcome. 
Some folks studied, in fact, a 
great deal of students lost 
sleep over the first quizzes of 
the year. The week is over and 
the weekend is upon the 
campus. 
I put on some loud music 
and felt the effects of a cool 
night wind. After putting on a 
warm sweater and fumbling 
for my keys, I locked my door. 
No messages awaited me on 
the memo board. 
I scampered up one flight of 
stairs to see what some of my 
friends were doing. The count 
was: two for downtown and 
one for staying on campus. 
I opted for staying on cam-
pus. since I had distinct 
memories of waking up Friday 
morning and not feeling too 
well. "I'll never do that again," 
I thought. But that was then 
and this is now, so the two of 
us flew down the stairs anrJ out 
the door. 
The towers loomed in the 
distance. The terraces couldn't 
even be seen. The quads were 
quiet. Lights cast shadows on 
the parking lot making the cars 
look murky. Dew covered the 
cars, the grass, and my shoes. 
Walking past the Egbert 
Union, we both heard the 
sounds of the Pub, but con-
tinued on. Dillingham's foun-
tain spouted in the distance, 
the fire-red water changed to 
sea-blue, and back to a clear 
stream. Moving past the 
library, I wondered why 
anybody would want to study 
on a Friday night, but quickly 
dismissed the thought. 
Small talk fllled the dark 
silence that enveloped us. 
Again, climbing stairs and 
more stairs, we entered the 
towers. llle elevator was mov-
ing at a snail's pace so the two 
of us climbed to the top floor 
and exited. Shouts filled the 
thirteenth floor. which refresh-
ed our weary bodies. It seem-
ed like there was a party in 
every room. "Come on in!" 
they yelled. I looked with feign-
ed interest, until my friend 
decided to park himself in a 
room. At that point, I stomped 
down the stairs. 
Reaching the outside at last. 
I continued towards the ter-
races, as the air shocked me 
with it's unfriendliness. Up and 
up the stairs. I went. Eventual-
ly, I entered a terrace. More 
shouts filled the surroundings. 
Parties, parties. parties. My 
stomach turned over with a 
quick warning. 
Fighting impulses, I left and 
descended stairs. And stairs 
and stairs. I passed the Union 
once again, but didn't care. 
Finally, I reached "home." The 
dorm was desolate. While 
crashing in the lounge for no 
reason, people straggled in in 
the wee hours of the morning. 
The stories of the night began 
while the TV droned. so I left. · 
I went back to my room and 
realized that my roomates had 
not come back. 
Sleep fought with me. I went 
to sit on the balcony, not car-
ing that the air was chilling my 
bones and making me shiver. 
Somebody else was sitting 
there, but I didn't want to ask 
who it was. He or she didn't 
either. we sat a few feet apart 
and watched. The sun slowly 
spread it's life to Ithaca, while 
the gentle fog rolled across 
town. We sat in silence, not ex-
pressing our thoughts, yet en-
joying each other's company. 
Tired, I realized that Ithaca Col-
lege is what one makes of it. 
I stumbled into my room and 
fell asleep, eagerly awaiting 
the events of the day. 
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Pur1gim·s delivers the 11good times!" 
Now-we deliver our complete menu ... to your door! 
YOU RING, WE BRI-NGI 
X Cllp these pages of our menu, and SAVE them! X 
----------··-··············································-····· 
. Purlgie·s Pi3311 
GOOD TIME PIZZA, 
PASTA & SOBS 
I 
"We Deliver the Good Times!" 
111 DELIVERY MENO 
I 272-7600 I 
-----··-················-·-·--··-·-·-···--·····-·J 
--········-················································-~---········, 
HOT SOBS 
HOT ROAST OF BEEF ... Pudgie's own Roast of Beef, USDA Top Round, sliced 
thin, with butter & barbeque sauce. Served steaming hot on a fresh baked roll. 
P((DGIE B(JRCiER. .. F resh big beef burger served on toasted roll with melted 
cheese, tomato, lettuce & onion with barbeque sauce. 
ITALIAN SAUSAGE SPECIAL.Finest quality Italian sausage, peppers, onions, 
cheese and Pudgie's sauce! 
CHEESESTEAK. .. Charbro1led Top Sirloin steak, sliced thin and topped with melted 
cheese, lettuce & onion. 
HOT MEATBALL S<JB ... Ground beef blended with Pudgie's own very special 
seasonings, simmered in Pudgie's spaghetti sauce with mozzarella cheese and 
served steaming hot on a freshly toasted roll. 
COLD SUBS (MEDIUM OR LARGE) 
S<JPER S<JB. .. Baked tavern ham, American salami , ·nd Italian salami, American 
cheese, chopped lettuce, onions, tomato, spices, oil t ·,inegar dressing. A REAL 
TASTE TREA TI 
BAKED HAII\. .. Baked tavern ham, American cheese, chopped lettuce, onion, 
tomato, spi<:es, oil & vinegar dressing. 
COLD ROAST OF BEEF ... USDA Choice Top Round of beef, sliced thin, chopped 
lettuce and tomato. · From Pudgie's own roasters! 
lURKEY .. .sllced breast of turkey, chopped lettuce and tomato slices. 
ITAUAN...IIBllan salami, capicolla, cheese, chopped lettuce, tomato, onions, Italian 
spices, oil & vinegar dressing. 
STROMBOLI 
fresh, custom·made bread dough baked.around a filling of mozzarella and 
American cheeses, ham, pepperoni, sausage and green peppers, tomato sauce 
and seasonings. A MEAUN-AMINUJEI SMALL OR LARGE 
Phone for Delivery::272-7600 
··--··----· .. ·-··-·---·-··----······-····-··········---·-·· 
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CUSTOM FRESH 
Every day at Pudgie' s starts out with fresh baked rolls, pizza dough that's fresh, 
I proofed and ready to pop into the oven at your command ... 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
Order a Pudgie's pizza and you know the party"s going to be a smash. WHY? 
Because every Pudgie's pizza is made with dough as freshly proofed as dough can 
be, and topped with Pudgie's own super special sauce, and 100% real.mozzarella. 
FREE COKES®WITH ALL DELIVERED PIZZAS!! 
SMALL PIZZA lARGE PIZZA DEEP DISH PAN PIZZA 
8 Slices 12 Slices 16 Slices 
includes includes includes 
2 Cokes! FREE! 4 Cokes! FREE! 4 Cokes~FREE! 
I (value $1) (value S2) (value S2) OOR FAMOUS PARTY PIZZA It's humongous-Our Pride ~ Joy!! 
30 Slices includes 6 Cokes<f FREEi \val!:1~/3) 
A REAL HIT AT ANY OFFICE PARlY, DORM, 
FRATERNilY OR SORORilY GATHERING! 
Choose from: 
• Pepperoni • Meat Sauce 
• Italian Sausage • Green Peppers 
• Mushrooms • Olives 
• Double Cheese • Half 6 Half Combinations 
I I Pho.ne for Delivery: t 2 72• 7600 I 
·i 
I. ........ _ ..................... _ ........................ -· ................. . 
r················--··············caa••····················-················1 
• I 
PASTA 
Served with roll & butter 
SPAGHETII OR RIGATONI 
with meatballs or Italian sausage 
The secret's in the sauce ... slowly simmered, seasoned just right to perfection! 
LASAGNA - OOR SPECIAL TY 
A GLORIOOS CREATION 
Blankets of pasta cover Italian sausage, whole milk ricotta and mozzarella cheeses, 
and a delicious sauce, seasoned just right 
WINGS-PODGIE-SlYLE 
SAi.ADS • FRIES 
211 EIJ',1J~fID•ITHACA 
.... 
SPECIAUZING IN DEUVERY 
TO ITHACA COUEOE 
• AND CORl'!EU. 
YOU'U SAY, "THANKS FOR THE GOOD TIME, PUDGIEJ" 
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Bill Sheerin: 
I. C. Noseguard 
Looks To Pros 
by Jim Liebowitz 
Much 'gossip has been cir-
culating around campus about 
the present and future of Ithaca 
College nose-guarcl Bill 
Sheerin. 
After back-to-back All 
American seasons and having 
been named IC/\C player of 
the year last year. what is lt>ft 
for Sheerin to accomplish? 
well. first and foremost in hrs 
mind. is to get the Bombers in 
the playoffs for the first time in 
years. But 10 do that he has ro 
try and stay healthy. An ankle 
injury has pestered him thus 
'far this season and has caus-
ed him to miss a couple of 
games. 
"My ankle feels pretty good 
now," remarked Sheerin, "I 
played three plays last week 
but didn't want to chance rein-
juring it in a game as lopsided 
as that one. I should be back 
in the staning lineup this week 
against Alfred." 
This is Sheerin's last year ar 
Ithaca and because of his im-
pressive credentials, he is be-
ing scoured by many profes-
sionals organizations. With a 
6'3", 245 pound frame, Bill has 
the tools to play linebacker in 
the NFL or ·usi:-L. on top of 
that, he runs a 4.6-second 
40-yard dash which is lightning 
fast for someone of his size. 
Friend and former Buffalo Bill 
All-Pro, Shane Nelson of the 
famous "Bermuda Triangle", 
has given Bill safe and sound 
advice and believes he can 
make it in the pros. Sheerin has 
been showered with letters 
and tryout requests from many 
teams, bur naturally has . to 
withold until after this season. 
''I'm going to give it my best 
shot." explained Sheerin. "It's 
a chance of a lifetime. 
something every kid dreams 
about doing. If I make it that 
will be fantastic. If I don't it 
won't be the end of the world 
because I still have my degree 
to fall back on. After all. foot-
ball isn't everything." 
Bill will graduate from Ithaca 
with a finance degree which he 
hopes will land him a job ori 
Wall Street as a stockbroker. 
Sheerin is simpl}' weighing his 
options from a list of some fine 
choices. 
The business at hand, 
however, is Bomber football 
and the rest of this season. Tri-
captain Sheerin anchors a 
defense rhar has been very 
stingy thus far. They gave up 
on(y 2.6 yards total offense 
against Fitchburg and have sur-
rendered less than 20 points in 
three games.' Now that the of-
fense has come around. Ithaca 
should be tough the rest of the 
way and be a favorite to cap-
ture the !Ct\C crown am.i ad-
vance to the playoffs. 
"I hale to use such a c11che. 
but we have to take ii one 
game at a time. The loss to 
Albany was kind of a blessing 
in disguise. We're fortunate it 
didn't occur later in the season. 
we·ve regrouped and are play-
ing very well together now," 
said Sheerin. "I don't want to 
look back four years from now 
and say to myself. 'Why didn't 
we work a little· harder or take 
it a little more seriously.· The 
time is now and we have a 
chance to dictate our own 
destinr.·· 
Boose Stars: 
Bombers Win 82-0 
from page 20 
from quarrerlJack Mike Mid-
daugh and the fireworks 
began. The play, a dive off left 
tackle was not there, so Boose 
cut back and found another 
hol~ with the explosion of a 
waiter Payton, Boose broke 
through the line into the secon-
dary and down the sideline. He 
broke four tackles and finally 
twisted into the end zone for 
his third touchdown of the day. 
With the Bombers record 
now at 2-1 you have to wonder 
where this kid has been·? 
"We've been bringing him 
'along slowly," said Head 
Coach Jim Butterfield. "We 
want to make sure he 
understands our formations 
and philosophies. He's a great 
talent, with great desire. He's 
going to be a good one!" 
Just how goo!! Ron Boose 
.will be remains 10 be seen. He 
has, however. had a better first 
varsity game than any Bomber 
in history. 
Tuesday l\'ights From 9:30-//:00, Join 
HOT 106,q, 
WVIC· 
AM 61 FM Cable 106 
As We Turn The /.C. Pub Into 
The WVIC Pub 
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Tri-Captain Bill Sheerin f uzds relief during one of the Bombers grueling practices. 
SPORTSVIEW / David A. Raskin 
Who's On The Phone? 
As the locker room the party. 
overflowed with reporters and The first of such calls was 
bottles overflowed with cham- made by Richard Nixon to 
pagne. the Baltimore Orioles Miami Dolphins coach. Don 
players and staff overflowed Shula, after the team won the 
with exuberance. Super Bowl in 1973. However. 
ThiS team had just become that was not the first lime Mr. 
the l983 champion of major Nixon had contacted the 
league baseball. There were coach. 
embraces and shouts of joy The night before the 1972 
along wilh index fingers wav- super Bowl. at 1:30 in the 
ing high. But then there was a morning, the President called 
hush amongst the victors as to suggest a play. 
the red phone rang. "When the phone rang at that 
With players. broadcasters. hour," said Shula," I thought it 
and viewers alike waiting was some nut qdling." 
impatiently, the voice of our The next day, the play failed 
chief executive, Mr. Reagan. and so did the Dolphins, as the 
crackled faintly over the line, Dallas Cowboys became 
bringing congratulations. He champions. 
first spoke 10 the Orioles presi- Mr. Nixon's predecessor. 
dent, and then to the general Lyndon Johnson. had sent the 
manager, and then to the most- Cowboys a telegram minutes 
valuable-player, who passed it before the contest which read: 
to his teammate. and the "My prayers are with you. 
phone finally ended up in the although I don't plan to send 
hands of the trainer. you any plays:· 
Yes, the trainer. but rm sure Unlike Mr. Nixon. who called 
that was the President's himself "the nation·s number 
intention. The official one sports fan." Johnson 
congratulatory call. which has never was too captivated by 
become somewhat of a ritual, athletics. He found it difficult to 
may be getting a 4ittle out of endorse college football. 
hand. or maybe never should because it condoned the 
have been started. nation's best educated boys 
Does the President call spending the afternoon 
because he has nothing better knocking one another down. 
to do with his time? Docs he However. Gerald Ford, who 
always want 10 be directly was the captain and center for 
associated with a winner? the University of Michigan foot-
Maybe he is truly an avid ball team in the 1930's, was 
sports fan who is simply using also an avid sports Ian, and 
hiS position to be included in,~ ·was more thanhappy to-~n-
tinuc the tradition of con-
gratulations over the phone. 
When Jimmy caner tooll. 
over the challenge. he set a 
new standard which has yet to 
be followed. After the 1980 
World Series, Mr. car?er not on-
ly called the winning 
Philadelphia locker room, but 
also called the losing Kansas 
City club. 
The policy of calling at every 
opportunity keyed Reagan's 
plan. Not only did our current 
president call champions but · 
he also called those who made 
accomplishments. 
After Pete·Rose broke Stan 
Musial's National League 
record for most career base 
hits. the President attempted to 
reach the star. However. there 
was trouble on the line and Mr. 
Reagan was cut off several 
times. When he finally got 
through, Rose's, response 
was: "It's a good thing, Mr. 
President, that it isn't a missile 
on the way:· 
ts the excitement of winning 
a championship not enough? 
There is little need for the 
president, whomever he or 
she rnay be in the future, to 
place these calls. They can be 
bothersome to the celebrants 
and sometimes even embar-
rassing lot the Chief Executive. 
Let us hear the popping of 
champagne corks instead of 
the ringing of red phones in the 
future. 
... 
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Deluca ls Content On The Diamond 
by Patti Montimioy 
Last year at this time, Kuit 
Deluca was being sacked by 
200-pound defensive 
linemen.scrambling for his 
safety, or throwing touchdown 
passes. However. this fall he is 
catching fly balls, sliding safe-
ly into second, and getting 
base hit after base hit. 
This senior athletic standout, 
who quarterbacked the 
Bombers football team last 
season, chose to abandon his 
grid-iron career and lifetime 
goal of winning national cham-
pionships in two different· 
sports in order to concentrate 
on baseball. 
"When I first came to 
Ithaca," explains Deluca, "I 
w~nted to win two national 
championships-one in football 
and one.in baseball. I decided 
instead that it would be better 
to concentrate my efforts on 
only one sport-my true love-
Baseball." 
sign, tut I decided not to. If the 
offer had been worthwhile, 
though, I would have taken ii. 
Now I'm just going to pray that 
I get an offer come spring." If 
he does sign a contract with a 
team and makes it to the big 
leagues, there might someday 
be a professional bat endorse-
ment contract waiting for him. 
Dolgevill, New York, Deluca'.s 
hometown. is one of the major 
_production places for baseball 
bats. 
If, however, he does not 
make it in major league 
baseball, all of his options are 
not spent. There still is his foot-
ball ability and, of course, his 
college degree. 
"If I don't make it in the 
baseball world after a couple 
of years, I think I'll probably try 
to make it in the united States 
f:ootball League. I've been told 
that I would probably have a 
better chance of succeeding in 
football because there is less 
competition," said Deluca. The decision seems to be the 
right one as he is currently bat-
ting over soo. stealing bases, 
and refining his fielding skills. 
The thirty extra games he 
will play in by the end of the 
season should prove valuable 
come the June draft. 
staff photo by Mike Savino 
I. C. Baseball star Kurt Deluca opted t~ roam the outfield instead of the backfield this year. 
After his playing years are 
over, Deluca still hopes to 
maintain contact with sports. 
Hopefully, he ,viii take his PIR 
The spring of a player's 
junior year in college is the nor-
mal time for most players to be 
drafted, but Deluca was pass-
ed up this past June due part-
ly to an injury sustained during 
football season. That was 
when he decided to devote all 
his time to baseball. His talent 
and skill. though, have not 
gone unnoticed in recent years 
and come the June draft he ,viii 
not be a new face in· the pro-
cess. Drafted by the St. Louis 
cardinals right out of high 
school, Deluca turned down 
the offer so that he could at-
tend college and earn his 
degree in Personnel Industrial 
Relations. This summer he got 
a second chance. but again 
decided to forego it so that he degree. onto law school and 
could finish out his four years negotiate contracts for sports 
at Ithaca College. • figures. 
"After playing summer ball Although the change from 
in canada, 1 was approached football to fall baseball has l~ft 
by a representative from the a void for him on Saturday 
san Francisco· Giants," Deluca afternoons, he feels he 
explains. "They wanted me to definitely made the right 
decisio_n-but only time will tell. 
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Bomber Roundup 
from page 20 
by R.l.T. Ithaca had its chances 
and ' actually outshot the 
opposition during the contest. 
"We haven't gotten any 
breaks so far this season." said 
sophomore Eric Slayton. "A 
shot that might go in for 
another team goes off the post 
for us. Our kick has to change 
soon." 
Hopefully, ii will change 
Wednesday against Division II 
Lock Haven. Ithaca's record 
falls to 1-3 on the year. They 
, and their four-game road trip 
coming home Saturday to face 
Alfred. 
TENNIS 
With a 2-3 record, the Ithaca 
College women's tennis team 
is looking at a challenging 
weekend defending their ICAC 
title at RIT. 
The team lost to Division I 
Colgate on Tuesday 6-1. The 
women then travelled to 
Brockport where they won 7-2. 
on Saturday they were 
defeated by Division II 
LeMoyne. 
Two of the tri-captains, Jean 
Crawford and Sue Wallner 
have been playing well in the 
doubles position. They had the 
team's only win against Col-
gate. Crawford has also been 
doubled with sophomore Julie 
Gabriel, where they've won 
against Brockport and 
LeMoyne. Tri-captain Lisa 
Brown and partner Alice 
Houghton lost to Colgate, but 
came back to win their match 
against Brockport. 
Coach Iris carnell is a little 
concerned about the upcoming 
ICAC: tournament. "We have 
more strength in doubles. The 
team could do well. but we 
have a big fight ahead of us." 
Carnell is hoping th.it the 
team's upcoming match with 
Cornell will give it the 
experience necessary to retain 
the title. 
RUGBY 
2so enthusiastic fans 
attended an exciting exhibition 
of rugby this past Saturday. On 
a beautiful sunny day, alumni 
and friends watched the 
Lonestars fall behind early 
only to storm back in the 
second half to tie up the score. 
They had a chance to win with 
little time left, but were 
stopped short and had to settle 
for a tie. 
John Hak scored two tries 
and Mickey Lincoln had 
another to pace the Lonestars. 
11 was the first time the squad 
was allowed to play on 
campus in two years. The "B" 
and "C" teams also tied in a 
very even day of rugby. The 
Lo'hestars travel to 
Binghamton this Saturday to 
put their 1-0-1 record on the line 
in their challenge for the 
Michelob Cup. 
I 
VOLLEYBALL 
The Ithaca College volleyball 
team beat Geneseo and 
Binghamton in Geneseo Tues-
day to raise its record to 7-1. 
Leading the way for the 
Bombers were, all-american 
THEITHACAN19 
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A /though there are no Bomber runners pictured, the I. C. men's and women's cross-country 
won this meet, and are undefeated in the season. 
hitter Rhonda Faunce and the 
serving of Jennifer Gibson and 
Denise Dewey. Also turning in 
fine performances were setters 
cathy Franz and Susan Pier-
son. The team's next game is 
at home Monday against the 
university of Rochester and 
Alfred. 
J. V. FOOTBALL 
The Junior varsity football 
team won its opening game of 
the 1984 season. by defeating 
Albany State 44-14: The 
Bombers piles up 590 total of-
fensive yards, while limiting 
Albany to just 46 yards 
rushing. 
Quarterbacks Kenny Crosta 
and Ray Decaer both had 
strong games passing for 140 
and 117 yards respectively. 
Ithaca's J.V. squad next 
faces Cortland State tomorrow 
Runners Undefeated 
by Mike Murphy 
The Ithaca College football 
team wasn't the only victor last 
weekend. The Ithaca men's 
and women·s Cross-Country 
team posted an impressive 
win; knocking off Cortland. 
Binghamton. Scranton. and 
Buffalo in a dual meet held 
here last Saturday. 
The I.C. women dominated 
the three-mile course by taking 
eight of the top ten places. 
Cathy Livingston, Marisa 
Salera. and Gabriela Frittelli 
finished one. 1\)1(} and three 
respectively to lead the team. 
Also turning in solid perfor-
mances were Colleen Shelley 
and Laura Riebold. 
For the men, Jim Quinn and 
Jerry Goodenough tied for first 
with Joe McFerran and Tim 
Lyons pulling out sixth and 
seventh in the five-mile 
course. 
Although pleased by his 
teams· performance. Coach 
Bill war·e 
took the win in stride. "This is 
only our second meet, so it's 
still too early to tell how good 
we can be." 
wave is looking at Karen 
D'Angelo, Mary Lynn Paslizo. 
and Andrea Forti to improve 
throughout the season. McFer-
ran and Lyons are also being 
counted on for the men. 
The team will be tested again 
this saturday in a meet at 
Cortland. 
---------------------....,. on the road. 
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ATHLETE 
OF THE 
WEEK 
)!IE !If Weight Club Welcomes All 
a't I h I j I;.);,. by Jordan Finkelstein that used the gym. The clang- Trentacosli states t a , 
Ron Have you ever looked at a ing of weights and sometimes "everyone understands the body builder's form and loud music hindered the situation and there have been 
B . dreamed that you could look coaches· training instructions. absolutely no problems." 0 0 se that way? Here is your oppor- Each side s_tood stubborn!~ on The club includes all types of tunity to on start the road to the issue with no compromISCS people. some lift for fitness. 
49 Elm Street 
The freshman rushed for 170 
yards and scored five 
,, touchdowns in less· than one 
half of the game against Fit-
chburg State. It was his first ac-
tion in a Bomber uniform. 
SPONSORED B\': 
BEN J. ARDITO , 
Cortland, Now York 13045 (607) 753-6758 
REPLACEMENT 
CONTAC'.f LENSES 
FROM $26.00 
* American Hydron 
* Bausch & Lomb 
* Deltacon 
* Ciba 
* Hydrocurve , 
* sauflon 
* Many More to Choose Fr~ml!I 
West Town Optical 
Corner Rt.13 & 96B 
272-7775 
perfection: join the Ithaca Col- for a time. This year, however, some for strictly body building 
lege weight club. everything is working and powerlifting, and others 
Presently, there are about 140 smoothly. The weight.room is just like to keep their bodies 
members in the club, and more closed from 3-6:30pm to toned to perfection. T'wo en- ' 
are joining. The club is open to eliminate the problem. It is thusiastic members are Lee 
any interested individual, and open at all other times. except Rosseland and Mike 
there is a S40 membership fee. on weekends when special at- walkowsky, who are training 
Last year only one girl was a tractions come to the college. for an upcoming body building 
member. but this year that The communication bet- competition in October. Most of 
figure has climbed to ts. ween the lifters and the school the members who work out do 
Last year the club had pro· could not be any better now. so on a regular basis. and are 
blems with coaches and teams Wei~ht club president Charlie very dedicated. 
Ithaca 
College 
SRII IBI REl'BR1 
Featuring Head Coach Jim Butterfield 
Sunday Nights at 10:00pm on WICB-TV 13 
Sponsors 
Versatile Food Management Services Inc., The Ithacan 
Empire Building Supplies, Carey McKinney Group 
- Cornell Federal Credit Union,Collegetown Bagels, 
The Ithaca Times,Dryden Specialty Trophy, 
Screen Graphics,Park Outdoor Advertising, 
Cullens,Pudgies. 
Since the club is expanding 
rapidly, the organization is 
searching for more space to 
open up a second area for 
working out. With the inrreas-
ed membership and the 
revenues gained from it, the 
club has been able to purchase 
a variety of new equipment to 
suit any person's needs. 
Should the club find a second 
area to use. they will be 
prepared to move right in. 
The club is a great place to 
meet people and have a good 
time. In the future, members 
have plans to invite guest body 
builders to speak. 
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staff pboto by Lisa Massey 
Junior Jone DeGrenier looks to advance the ball as the Bomber Field Hockey team 
beat Slippery Rock: 
Bomber Roundup 
Hockey Has Big 
Win Over Colgate 
by S.M. Moss 
At this time last week, Coach 
Doris Kostrinsky was 
concerned with the lack of of-
fensive punch her hockey 
team had displayed. Oh what 
a difference a week makes! In 
subsequent poundings of 
Colgate and Slippery Rock the 
Bombers outscored their 
helpless foes 17 to I. Neither 
team seemed to know what hit 
them. Quite possibly it was a 
Bomber machine that is 
starting to steamroll. 
Kostrinsky called it "the 
biggest win over Colgate in a 
long time." It was more than 
that. II was the first contest in 
which the offense swung into 
high gear. The Bombers fired 
29 shots, 20 of which had to be 
fended off. In comparison to 
past games when thei{ shots 
had trouble finding the goal. 
the Bomber's accuracy was 
impressive. Heather Doyle led 
Ithaca with a hat trick while 
Eileen Beairsto, Barb 
Wachowiak and Lisa Clark also 
tallied for the Bombers. 
The coach described the 
sustained attack on the goal as 
the key factor in the teams 
ability to add a scoring punch 
"We were taking more than 
one shot and kept up an 
aggressive rush on the goal," 
stated Kostrinsky. She also felt 
that the defense proved itself 
against its first major test of the 
season. Standouts defensively 
were Peg Radkiewicz. Mildred 
Piscopo and goaltender Karen 
Howarth. who made ten saves 
on Jhe day. Kostrinsky 
emphasized their importance: 
"The fact that the defense 
exerted pressure gave Colgate 
only one shot before play was 
broken up." 
In what can be described as 
a rout the Bombers thrashed 
visiting Slippery Rock on 
Saturday. Ithaca certainly 
played hosts in posting an 11-0 
shutout. It must be noted that 
the game was kept close until 
the second half when Ithaca 
tallied eight goals. 
Coach Kostrinsky was 
impressed with the distribution 
of scoring as eight different 
players scored. The coach 
cited constant pressure on the 
Slippery Rock goalie, great 
shot selection and picture 
p~rfe~t,~~~ as keys to the 
victory; < • ' 
The Bombers travel to 
Syracuse on. Wednesday to 
battle a tough Orange Squad at 
COyne _Field. Kostrinsky voiced 
concern over the artificial turf 
which will dictate a much 
faster-paced game. 
"We desire an aggresive 
game but we will have to 
regulate our passes for playing 
surface,'' stressed the coai::h. 
The Bombers also entertain 
Millersville at 2:00 pm Saturday 
on South Hill. 
Women Yet To Lose BOOSE IS LET LOOSE 
The Ithaca COiiege Women's three saves in her third con- by Ivan Gottesfeld cond carry was a dive oll 
soccer team maintained its secutive shut out. and is ex- Good athletes in all sports tackle, which he carried un-
undefeated streak this cited about the team's pro- come and go every year. touched into Ille end zone. 
weekend by defeating a tough spects for the remainder of the Heroes, however. are born in Early in quarter number two. 
Plattsburg team 3·0. This season. They are on the road a single day and remain in our Boose exploded through a gap--
moves the Bombers· record to this week against Division I minds for an entire lifetime. ing hole and used his 4.4 
4-0 in their best start ever. Colgate. then St. Bonaventure This past Saturday on the speed to ramble 69 yards for 
After a scoreless first half. over the weekend. Next week south Hill, the Ithaca College another touchdown. 
with Ithaca controlling the they will face two tough com- Bombers unleashed their next "The Friday night before the 
base. the Bombers came out. petitors at home. Geneseo and potential hero. game I joked with Bill Sheerin 
in the second half with three Cortland State. He is Ron Boose, a that I'd score three 
quick goals. Terri Cilento MEN'S SOCCER sop~orpore, 6'0", 1901b. touchdowns," said Boose. "He 
capitalized .on a pass from running. back from Seaford said I'd be lucky to get two. so 
Leslie Murphy off the half's "'""!T!!'!'h-e~lth:o-a-c_a_C~o-.1::o-le""!g_e_s..,o~c~ce ... r~ N.Y. In his first varsity game. the third was extra nice." 
opening kick-off, to score the team had its winning streak he led the Bombers to an 82-0 Not only was it· nice for Ron, 
first Ithaca goal at :33 Three stopped at one game Saturday whitewash of Fitchburg State but it was nice for 1he capacity 
minutes later. the Bombers with a tough 1-0 loss at the as he ran for 170 yards and five Homecoming crowd, as well. 11 
struck again on a Maureen hands of R.I.T. Ithaca touchdowns on 10 carries. was the single play that 
Dolan goal, assisted by Tracey dominated the game for most Those statistics are impressive c;;;;;;..~-------..:..-....i1 exemplified all the talents of 
staff photo by _!oe Epstein 
Marullo. of the way but couldn't put one for any athlete, however. Bomber star Ron Boose this YQ~mg man who was 
Freshman Laura Goldin in.. Boose achievt;d those recruited by.the University of 
scored the final goal a few Rochester scored the lone phenomenal numbers in only centrate, and put it all Maryland, Boston u. and 
minutes later Qn an assist from goal on a corner kick midway a quarter and a half. together.'~ Wagner. 
Julie Aspenleiter. through the second half. The "I was pumped up all week Boose's. chance came with Boose set in the Bomber 
Ithaca dominated the entire ball floated over all the ithaca long," said an ecstatic Boose. five minutes left in the first backfield at his own 47-yard 
game, outshooting Plattsburg defenders and was headed in "I knew I'd finally get my quarter with the score at an line. He took a quick handoff 
32-7. Goalie Laura Seagle fi\d see Roundup page 19 _«;hance, so I just tried to con~ already impossible 21-0. His se- see Bombers page 17 
